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Panel presents conflicting perspectives
BY

"We believe a community ven- neers and finanCampus News Editor
ture should be done in a commu- cial consultants.
John Dowlin,
,As far as Issue 7 goes, the bid to nity forum," said Jablonski, refer- ·
construct a light rail mass transpor- ring to the 30,000 public inputs he Hamilton
tation system in Cincinnati, the has received vi.a surveys and other County Comonly definitive statement will come means on the issue ..
missioner, dinext Thursday, Nov. 5, when voters · · Th·e 'motivating force behind . reedy. contra- , .
decide its fate.
the construction of the light rail is . d i e t e d .
The panel held here at Xavier primarily a desire to relieve traffic Jablonski, saylast Wednesday only demonstrated congestion and to get Cincinnati ing the aritithe opposite opinions of the war- residents without cars where they light. rail camring factions debating the issue and · need to. go.
paign calculatheir inability to agree.
Jablonski cited the creation of tions, according
Xavier's branch ofEarthcare or- new jobs and a cutback in environ- to federal govganized the panel to inform stu- mental pollution as secondary ernment protocol, yielded only
dents about both sides of the issue, benefits or'the new system.
NfWs'wlREPHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOUA.
which is especially pertinent to
Since the Cincinnati working 80 percent cost
John Dowlin, Hamilton County Commissioner, Dusty Rhodes, Hamilton County
Xavier students because four out of population has shifted, 75 to 80 and 20 percent
Auditor, and Stephan Louis, Chairman of Alternatives to Light _Rail
the five light rail lines would po- percent of jobs are outside the city benefit.
.
T~ansportation,
discuss issues surrounding Cincinnati's light rail proposal.
tentially intersect on the borders of with 147,000 households either
"We do not
campus.
without a car or reported to be at agree upon the
Moderator Dr. James Buchanan, poverty level.
numbers and we think we are being paign as "based on blue smoke said Stephan Louis, Alternatives to
Light Rail Transportation Chairtheology professor and endowed
The entire light rail system will asked to buy a pig in a poke," and mirrors."
chair of the Ethics, Religion and. cost $2.6 billion to be paid over_ Dowlin said.
He stated not only is there al- man.
·"We would benefit even if we
Society program, set necessary the next 25 years.
In his rebuttal, ex.ecutive co- 1eady a gaping hole in the Cincinguidelines by reminding particiFifty percent of the cost will be chair of the "Let's Get Moving" nati budget, but that the whole had to'payfor it ourselves, but we
pants to focus on the issue and re- · funded by the federal government, campaign, John Schneider, stated system could be totally ineffective will not, the government will. This
plan is a clear winner for Cincinfrain from personal attacks. .
25 percent by the state and 25 per~ Dowlin's data were four-years-old if constructed.
and irrelevant...
.
CEO and .General Manager of .. ··cent from local-taxes. "
.-'~Ifyou'reenamoredofthelight. nati,'~ .said University.of.Cincinnati·
the Southwest Ohio Regional Tran· "I am in favor of whatever works.-· · rail, startirunning trains on exist- economics professor Dr.' Haynes
''The benefitS would exceed the
sit Authority, Paul Jablonski, gave cost by $4 billion, would generate The light rail would connect 95 per- ing tracks and see what happens. Goddard, representing a pro-light
a detailed presentation of the light $2.5 billion in commercial and resi~ · cent of our homes and give residents Let's see if the results are real,'' rail perspective.
Clear winner it might not be,
rail plan to open the dialogue.
dential development, will generate transportation freedom. There is no Rhodes said.
The initiative for the light rail 36,000 jobs and yield $3 billion' better strategy on our regional
"1\venty cities in the country however, given th~ struggle of opinplan began three years ago, and has output to the economy," said table,'' said Schneider.
have a light rail and have not been ion demonstrated by the panelists
been extensively researched ever· Jablonski, referencing the findings
Hamilton County Auditor Dusty successful in getting over one per-· themselves. To decide the issue,
since.
of the campaign's planners, engi- Rhodes envisions the light rail cam- · cent of the population to ride it," vote Thursday, Nov; 5 on Issue 7.

ELIZABETH BONEAU

Issues abound in Cincinnati election
BY CHUCK SAMBUCHINO

Why yes? ·Putting people injail
Why yes? The schools in quesdoesn't stop drug habits. The 12 tion are in dire straights. Better
With the impending November or 18 month programs will help of- schools will give way to better pro· election looming on the horizon, fenders get off drugs and money grams and opportunities. ~ixty-.
years-old is the !lverage age of a Cinthere isn't much time before stu- will be saved on prisons
Why no? The amendment isn't cinnati public school. ·
dents will be lining up at the vot- ·
ing booths in Gallagher, picking specific about one drug to the next,
Why no? More taxes. People
candidates and taking sides on is- and many arguments have arisen who would be spending the most
sues. As far as these "issues" are concerning the· necessity of such money will not be the ones benefitconcerned, what .exactly i§ at stake? . an amendment,, considering an op~ . ing from (he issu~ ..
tion for the courts to choose a treatIssue l: Proposed Constitu- ment program already exists.
Issue 6: Hamilton County Protional Amendment to adopt Section
posed Tax Levy (Renewal and In1-isue 2: Proposed Bond Issue crease) For Senior Services.
24 of Article IV of the Constitution.
Cincinnati School District.
Issue 6 deals with providing the
of the State of Ohio.
Issue 2 is about revitalizing Elderly Service Program (ESP) with
Issue 1 boils down to how the
law will fook upon drug possession older and ill-equipped public funds to support older individuals.
charges. If passed, it will require schools in Cincinnati. With numer- If passed, it will renew the current
massive state spending over the ous schools dying of old ages, or· tax and increase it slightly to procoming years to fund drug treat- dead, many cannot meet require- vide things such as personal care,
ment programs, which will be the _ments for technological advance- home-delivered meals, medical
· alternative to incarceration. This ment. The issue would have $480 equipment, medical transportation
would only be applicable to certain million· (about half of the whole and more.
Why yes? Providing older adults
circumstances, e.g. non-violent necessary budget) coming out of
crimes when the offenders have not property taxes and paid over 28 . with funding and care will help them
years at the maximum.
stay independent, benefit family and
completed a felony in the past.
. Contributing
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volunteer caregivers and cost less
than an institutional alternative.
Why no? More taxes, not to
mention the average cost per elderly person is rising much faster
than the normal inflation rate.

Issue 7: Proposed Sales and
Use tax.
. Jssµe 7 is abollt reviµnph~g th~
city's public transportation systems; see last Newswire for a
longer explanation. The large pro:..
posed tax would first help the aging bus system, then aid construction on a Greater Cincinnati Light
Rail.. Five lines would run, with
four intersecting at Xavier.
Why yes? More business will
be drawn downtown as well as
around all the hubs. It will be efficient public transportation and
lessen traffic congestion, especially to sporting events. It will
also cut down on smog.
Why no? Increased general

SPORTS:
BASK~TBALL

PREVIEW INSIDE
PAGES Pl..:P12 ·

sales tax from six to 6.5percent.
Ridership cannot be guaranteed
and the energy needed for the rail
itself can potentially generate the
smog it hopes to stop.

Issue 8: City of Cincinnati Proposed Charter Amendment (Ordinance No. 284-2002)
ls.su_e_ 8 . wish~s. JP•. r.epeal a_ .se.«- .
tion that was added 'last year. The
successful addition last year said
there must be limits on contributions and spending concerning political. campaigns. This year, the
motion is to reverse that amendment.
· Why yes? The previous section/amendment is being argued as
unconstitutional.
Why no? Unlimited contributions and expenditures put politics _
where the money is, favoring big
business over citizens. There must
be Ilmits.
Voting takes place Nov. 5.

DIVERSIONS:
Slasher movies
face off
.. PAGE l l
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Scholar offers
presepctive on
terrorism

''Haunted Health

House'' to raise
Contributing Writer

Be Santa fo:r a
family in need
The Office of Commuter Services is· sponsoring the Adopt a
Family Program. They welcome
students, faculty and staff to
share in the holiday spirit by
sponsoring a family in need. All
families will be assigned their
sponsors by Nov. 19-20 so you
can shop for gifts over Thanksgiving Break. On Dec. 4-6, gifts
will be due at the Offices of
Commuter Services. Please pick
up a sign-up sheet at the Commuter Services desk or call 7453824 if you have any questions.
All adoption sheets must be
turned in by Nov. 12. . ·

XAVIER::FAMILY·
WEEKEND 2002

awareness
NATASHA HAMILTON

Riffat Hassan, renowned for
her work in progressive Muslim
thought, is coming to campus
to address the challenge of global terrorism from a Muslim
woman's perspective on Sunday,
Nov. 10, at .7:30 p.m. in the
Cintas Center. Preceding her lecture is a discussion of her article
"The Issue on Woman-Man
Equality in the Islamic Tradition" on Thursday, Nov. 7, from
I 1:30a.m.-lp.m.
in
the
Gallagher Student Center,' Book
discussion participants must
register by Monday, Nov. 4. This
event is part of a series of discussions/lectures being presented in tandem by the
women'sand mi~orities' studies
program and the ethics/religion
and society (E/RS) lecture se- ,
ries. The series' theme this year
is building diverse communities. Sarah Melcher, professor of
theology and women's and minorities' studies, will facilitate
the discussion.

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,
Inc., is a historically black publie service sorority founded in
1913 at Howard University in
Washington, D.C.
The organization programs
are centered around the FivePoint Thrust, which includes
Economic Development, Educational Development, Physical
and Mental Health, Political
Awareness and Involvement, and
International Awareness and Involvement.
On Wednesday, Oct. 30, Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc., will
display their activism in social issues as they sponsor the first ever
Haunted Health House from 8-1 l
p.m. at 877 Hutchins Avenue.
The Haunted Health House is
an interactive health awareness
experfonce thataddresses serious
health issues facing young
people today. Visitors will walk
through the house and encounter
real life scel1arios where risky
behavior was preferred over safer
alternatives. Each scenario will
address issues like drunk drivi.ng,
drug use, STD's, and HIVIAIDS.
Also, there will be facts and educational information displayf'._d

throughout each scenario.
"It's a really unique event. We
hope that people come out and really enjoy themselves while gaining
some very important information,"
said Kenya Jackson, vice president
of Delta SigmaTheta, Inc.
The Haunted Health House is not
an offensive or gruesome experience.
The purpose of this event is to pro·vide an entertaining way to get' cal~
culable health-related information to
· the community. "We. thought we
. would do something a little differ-.
ent," said Aushah Matthews, the chapter president.
.
"Everybody does Halloween parties. We thought it would be a good
idea to use the Halloween theme to
make another type of statement, a Rev. Michael J. Graham, S. J. speaks to both
parents and students at the Family Weekend Mass.
more important statement."
. The program is free a.nd the
shuttle will be transporting people
to the house between the hours of 811 p.m. Each tour will take approxi- .
mately 15 minutes.
The Haunted Health House is cosponsored by the men of Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity, Inc., Sigma Gamma
The spring schedule of classes it during priority• registration.
chapter. For upcoming Delta events,
is still available in Alter 129; in Help can be· found on the.
visit the Web Site at : www.xu.edu/
the Office of the Regisrar
Registrar's home page.
deltasigmatheta,,,
· . Undergraduate students must
· Priority. registration wiU take
For more information, please conplace Nov. 12 through Nov. 19 ... meet with their· academic advitact Natasha Hamilton at 731-5358
from 11:30·a.m. to5 p.m. Students sor~ priorto registeri.ng,.evenjf
or 745-3995.
·
should consult the' Registrar's registering cm the web. Students
bulletin board 'iitAlter'Hallotthe · · c·an firid' the name'of'thefr ad vi:.'''
web registration function of Stu- sor by consulting the Academic
dent Online Services. to find the Advising Center bulletin board
exact time and date of their regis- on the first floor ofAlter Hall, optration appointments.
posite the Office of the Registrar
Students may not register be- . or via SOS.
fore their scheduled registration
Billing statements will be
time, but may do so after; How- mailed to registered students on
dents should be allowed "24-hour
ever, every current student should Dec. 3. The Bursar must receive
visitation hours in apartments,
register before the end of priority the required payment along with
houses and/or upper-class underregistration on Tuesday, Nov.19. the payment option form no later
graduate housing." According to
Students have the option of reg- than Wednesday, Jan. 8, 2003.
RSA's resolution, "due to the fact that
istering in person in the Office of ·Registration may be canceled if
indivdulas residing in university
the Registrar or on the web.
payment is not made by this date.
housing are less interactive with resiRegistration can be done on ·
The final dateforundergradudent assistants and residence life staff
the web by accessing Student ates to withdraw from F1;ill 2002
members," a greater expectation of
Online Services (SOS) via the full-term classes is Monday, Nov.
trust is placed upon the students.
Registrar home page at 25. Class withdrawals must be
Though this resolution does not
www.xavier.edu/registrar. Stu- submitted in-person t9 the Office
apply to residence halls, RSA feels
dents are strongly advised to fa- of the Registrar.
this· is a change that is needed. The
miliarize themselves with the web
resolution will be passed to the apregistration system before trying
propriate administrators for their
consideration.
'

Spring 2003 Priority Registration

Tuesday, Nov.12 - Tuesday, Nov.19

RSA revamps
visitation ·policy
BY JENNIFER PUTNAM
Asst. Campus News Edtor

On Monday Oct. 28, the Resident Student Association proposed a resolution to the Student
Government Association advocating the change of the university's
visitation policy.
The resolution references the
researchof policies fellow Jesuit
universities follow in determining the rules and standards st1.1dents must conduct in on-campus housing as support of its desire to change the current policy.
The new resolution asks stu~

~
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~
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Greek Fest 2002
Greek Fest 2002 will· take
place Saturday, Nov. 9 beginning at 7 p.m. with a step show
competition in the Schmidt
Fieldhouse, with doors opening at 6 p.m. From W p.m. until
2 a.m. there will be a party at
O'Connor Sports Center. The
step show is $10, the party is
$5 for non-Greek members and
$3 for Greeks. Prices will increase by $2 at midnight. The
event is sponsored by Alpha Phi
Alpha Fraternity, Inc., Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority,
Inc., and the Black Student Association.

Police Notes
.Oct. 22, 9 a.m. ~ A
female student reported she was
assaulted at 12:30 a.m. at
Soupie's Bar and Grill.

Oct. 24, 10 a.m. - A
student reported his 'car was broken, into and his stereo was stolen· while parked in. the Village
parking lot.
·

Oct. 23, 10 a.m. · - An
employee on thefirstfloorofCBA
reported someone had accessed
her comP.ut~r without authorization.

. Oct. 26, 2:55 a.m. - A
student and his non-student
. brother were cited for disorderly
conduct, underage consumption
and possession of a fake ID.

Oct. 27, 8 a.m. - A resident on Dana Avenue reported
they believeq students were causing damage to their.bushes while
cutting through their yard.
Oct. 28, 10:25 a.m. Campus Police observt'.d a suspicious subject walking around
cars in theR-2 lot. The non-student, who had· an extensive
criminal record, was warned
· and escorted off campus.

''''''""'"'''''-'"'''''"-""'''"""'"''-'''"'"'''''""'"..'"'"''''""'''''''"'""""''''''"''''"-"'"" "'''"'''''''''"''''""""'""-''"''"''"""'""""'""''""'-"'''"'"' '''''''""''""""'"'"''''''''''''_,,.,,,,,__ ,,,,,,,.,;,,,,;.,,,,,,_,_,,____ ,,_,,,,,_,,,,, ___ , __________ ;____ ,,,_:.._ __ ,_,,,.,.,,...:.,.,,,MM-•..:ON _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _
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Xavier tunes in to new radio station
VIDEO WON'T KILL THIS RADIO STAR
BY ELIZABETH BONEAU

but was still working on a location.
This fall, Sluzewski spoke to Ron
Xavier's campus has a new voice Slepitza, vice president of Student
these days, that of the newly resur- Development, who then got everyrected student ·radio station, one from Xavier president Rev.
WRXC, now fondly known as "The Michael Graham, S.J., down involved.
Tube."
With the completion of the
The endeavor to bring college
radio back to Xavier after a two-year . Gallagher Center last spring, Comhiatus was largelythe work of jun- muter S_ervices _vacated its desk in
ior Bill Sluzewski and Dr. James the Nieporte Lounge of CB.t\ and
King, program manager at Xavier's the spot was offered to Sluzewski.
"It all went up in about two
National Public Radio affiliate,
weeks. The next thing I knew, they
wvxu.
The former radio station was were asking me how big a piece of
forced off the air by off-color stu- glass I wanted forthe window," said
dent DJs and the demolition of the Sluzewski.
"We expected the worst and got
l)niversity Center which housed its
the best," said King."Usually someoffices.
Bringing the station back into be- thing so major takes so long, but
ing was Sluzewski's brainchild, and everythingjust fell right"into place.
after working part-time at WVXU This sailed right through."
As more evidence of the
last year, he found the help he would
need to get started and cut through project's charmed existence, WRXC
university red tape in the fomi of even managed to obtain the equipment which had been salvaged from
King.
"We told him 'if you want to run the old radio station, which the
PHOTO COURTF.SY KEVIN FITZGERALQ
with the ball, we'll give you the WVXU employees wired.
Fres.hmen WRXC DJs Rufus (left) and Andy (right) of "Metal Mondays with
WVXU even gave up one of its
. ball,"' said King.
Andy and Rufus" bring their on-air banter and love of heavy metal music
"If Bill would spearhead the own TV stations, channel 78, so
to TV Channel 78 every Monday from 3 to 5 p.m.
project, we agreed to do whatever WRXC would have a broadcast
upwards of$5,000 to get a new one ti on is not overbearing," said out there and get it started," said
we could, financially and poJifr. venue.
King;
chartered; not to mention twice th.at· · Sluzewski.
cally."
WRXC is on air 24 hours a day,
for new equipment,"
Sluzewski says he'll play jazz and
By last November,
said Sluzewski.
heavy metal _in the· same block on with live-DJs from 11 a.m; to midSluzewski, an elecAll DJs work for free his show, but for DJs Rufus and night every day.
tronic media major and
andplaytheirownCDs, Andy of "Metal Mondays with
Sluzewski has a long-term vision
ajazzminor, had begun
though the old station Andy and Rufus," there is no alter- to take the station to the Internet in
collecting signatures
did bequeath them al- native.
a year or two, as many colleges have
in order to demonmost400 CDs.
·
"Metal rocks! We love metal!" already done.
strate the legitimate
. r
"About all those said the fr~shmen DJ.duo.·
Internet broadcasting would take
student interest to the • ·
-Dr: James King,
CDs are early mid-'90s ·
The two freshmen give up their the station beyond Xavier, allowadministration.
grunge though," said free time to do the show because of ing it to generate more revenue
WVXU program director
. Sluzewski did his
Sluzewski.
their love for music and their desire through advertising.
homework, talking to
Since each DJ uses to expose other students to sounds
But for now, Sluzewski and his
student radio stations
WRXC plays on television be- personal CDs, each show broad- they might not have heard before, crew of radio jockeys are happy to
across.the country, from New York
much like WRXC's other on-air per- sit back, listen to the music and ento Seattle, trying to figure out the cause c.osts are too steep and fre- casts its own individual feel. .
"Xavier is a very diverse school sonalities.
joy the ride.
best. way to run the Xavier station quencies too limited to broadcast
as far as what students are into.
"College radio is so important for
and what to include in the hand- on a radio channel.
"Since Xavier already has a fre- You'll get completely different young people. It is invaluable.
book.
At the end oflast year, Sluzewski quency used by WVXU, it would sounds listening to different We're thrilled to be a part of it and
had 50 applications for DJ spots, probably take aboutthree years and people's shows, that way, that sta- thrilled Bill had enough moxy to go
Campus News Editor

""W'e told him 'ifyou want
to run with the ball we'llgive
you the ball "'
i.

:

'The Power of X'
BY CHUCK SAMBUCHINO
Senior News Editor

Last Thursday and Friday, filming took place on campus for the
new Xavier commercials that will
air during the basketball season,
entitled "The Power of X."
Thursday afternoon saw dozens
of stuqents crowd the academic mall
hoping to be an extra. Friday took
filming inside Lindner to avoid the
rain and capture some interactive
classroom shots.
Other shooting locations around
campus included Albers, the. theater, inside the Gallagher Center
and all over Cintas.
The commercial, shot by I & Eye
productions, will be 30 seconds
long and have three different versions. Each version will keep the
same conceptwhile the natrafor will
vary.
Director Bob Igoe, an XU alum,
spoke about the upcoming deadline in just under a month, "The
commercials will be ready by the
. first home basketball game."
1
According to the Web site
musketeermadness.com, there are at

least six games on the ESPN channels this year, not to mention a
bunch of engagements on Fox
Sports Net and A-10 channels.
"The Power of X" is a new revamped commercial that will run
nationally during all televised
games and put emphasis on the
people of Xavier.
There will be a variety of cam. I?US activities shown in the commercial and it will be without any
voiceover, instead. having real students talk into the camera. It will
also be shot on film, rather than
video.
"We knew how important it was
to get students involved with the
production," said Igoe. "Not just
the talent and extras in front of the
camera, but the production and filming itself."
·
"The commercial will be stressing different things, like new class~
room equipment, Jesuit ideals, the
')fl;.-''"''""'
atmosphere of Xavier,''..said Sarah
.Diebold, account executi.ve for ja
& g, the agency Xavier contacted
to work with I & Eye.
The process began with Xavier's

Marketing Division brainstorming
for new ideas, then c.ollaborating
with both ja & g and I & Eye.
The commercial was part of a
two-part de~l with I & Eye productions, the second of which is an admissions video that will be filmed
intermittently throughout the year
and hopefully will be done by
March .
"We needed an updated look
and slogan," said Jodi Reinhart of
Xavier's marketing department.
"We need something up-to-date,
with more attraction to young kids
and high school students."
The Xavier Marketing Department collaborated with the Admis~ ·
sions board of ambassadors to con- .
tact extras and talents. They also
hung up signs in the dorms while
getting the b.uzz going by word-cifmouth.
"Give Dave Vitatoe credit for
doing a wonderful job on getting
the buzz started," said Reinhart.
The new spots can potentially ·
serve as a huge recruiting tool for
the university.

••'tr
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Talks ~re Back·

If you would like to have lurich with
·
Fr. Graham' &
discuss important issues facing Xavier,
Contact Alex Fajardo @ x3094 ..
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Leftist Lula elected Brazilian
President
outgoing government of President
Fernando Henrique Cardoso, won ·
Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva was · 38.7 percent.
overwhelmingly .elected president
of Brazil yesterday, becoming the
country~s firstelected leftist leader
despite concerns from international.
investors that he will mismanage
one of Latin America's largest
BY UN WIRE

"Wall Street is
looking to see ifthe
Lula who takes office
is the more moderate,
forward-thinking
person who appeared
in this campaign or if
he reverts to 'his
lifelong leftist
,,
stance.

economi~s.

Known simply as Lula, he
pledged to improve the lives of millions of Brazilians with jobs and a
growing economy. He al.so prowised to maintain his predecessor's
anti-inflatioiiary policies and uphold the country's international
commitments, including its agreements with the International Monetary Fund.
"Things so far have been easy,"
he told thousands of supporters in
Sao Paulo. "The hard part starts
now." Lula also said that when he
takes office Jan. l, he will seek to
be a president representing the in~
terests of all 175 million Brazilians.

- David Roberts
Senior International
Economist with Banc of
America Securities~

"Things so far have
been easy. The hard
,,
part starts now.

f)espite celebrations and the
PHOTO COURTESY AP NEWSWIRE
optimism of Lula's supporters,
Brazilian President-elect Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva delivers his first
Reuters reports that international
statement at the Presidential Palace in Brasilia, Brazil, Tuesday, Oct.
investors' concerns have caused ilie
29; 2002. Silva paid a visit to outgoing Brazilian Presid~nt Fernando
-.- Luiz Inacio Lula · country's currency to fall to record
Henrique
Cardoso.
da Silva lows. With a weak currency and a
Investors are· waiting to see predicting a calrirtransition, but are · ist than he·presented·himselfdordebt of $260 billion, many fear that
Brazilian President-elect the country could be headed for whom Lula will nominate for his divided over how the Brazilian cur- ing the campaign.
"Wall Street is looking to see if
Cabinet. As of this morning, the rency will fare, Jamal do Brasil said
default on its debt.
Although the hyperinflation of value of the Brazilian real against today in a commentary. According the Lula who takes office is the
Over 90 million people in Brazil turned out to vote in the the past has been tamed by the.dollar and the country's finan- to the Wall Street Journal's online more moderate, forward-thinking
country's fourth election since the Cardoso's policies and billions of cial markets were holding steady. ·edition, Lula's first challenge will person who appeared in this camend of military dictatorship. Ac- dollars in jnvestment has flowed in, Lula is expected to name his tran- be to get Brazil's economy grow- paign or ifhe reverts to his lifelong
ing again.
leftist stance," said David Roberts,
cording to Jornal do Brasil, Lula violent crime is rampant, real wages . sition team tomorrow.
Investors say they are looking senfor international economist with
With all eyes on the markets' rewon 61.3 percent of the vote, while are falling and the unemployment
actions, Brazilian economists are to see if Lula will become more left- Banc of America Securities.
Jose Serra, a former minister in the rate has increased.
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·.· .GLOBAL AIDS '
,· EPIDEIDC ,·
WO~ENING,·

The' head ofth~.JointU.N: Pr~- .
gram on: HIV/AIDS said there are
. LAMY .. . . . new ~ign~ tliat;.I;IIV/AIDS ht->
INTO LABOR
· .creasing iii• West Africa;. lri south~<
HungerandhighHIV/AIDSin~ · · Nearlyl75~llionJ,eoplearenow ' em
.. Africa,
: .
. the regfori
.- . worst
,, affe~ted
·...· •
fection·rates·are forcfug rnore than . Hying. outside th¢. country wher~
soo,ooo.Zambian·chi1clfento.quit th~y·were·born;·afigureiwfoe·that.
scho~l and take up,.;hazardous.' registefed in.1975,accotdingfo.fig-·
.worRinfarllls~dfactories ..· ... ·. tires assembled by the U.N; Popu•. HIV/AIDS, has.~ orphaned: Jationt>ivision in new wall chart
8oo,obff6hilctrenov.ertltepastlf · r¢foas~d~yesterday. • ·.· · .
, .
y~ars ili'Zambia; where one in five
. According to International Mi~
•. people are infected with HIV. Zaffi'.'. · gration 2002, Europe is host to .the
bia is aiso;one;of sixsoU:themAf~ most rnigrants ,...--; 56 inilliori-:- fol"
• rican nations the Worl~ FoCid.Pro~ ·· !Owed.by Asia with'.~50 millicmand
gram says .is facing severe food. North 'America ~ith 41 million .. ·
.· shortages •and will' need assis7 · While nearly .1 O'perc~nt of those Jiv7
: tarice•througlfMarch;
.. ·
ing in dev6IOpedcountries ate m'i~ ·
., lLd t'r,og~iim M~nager for ' grants, only onej_Il':7C> in cleyelo,p;
: Cliiid Ea.bar ChiJufya'Siwafo s~id · ing countries is·a ~igrant; Arourid
' some .children in. Zambia "crush •·'60percellt~of migr~n~resi<le in••cle-·
stone~, while .others work·asido-.. '~~lopedcouritries;\vith:tlle.remain~
tjtestic seryants for 1J1?re'tllari' 10. fog 40.percent residing in deyelop~
hours p~rccl,ay and,are·only paid 'ing:c()untries. . •··. , .· ·.
.
: $8 per month: .. :Jhi;re are· ltlaDY .· ThetJN said thittiri light of grow~ .
•. chilckell,working:in verypoo~an~ Jiig:·eccn1omi2;'sobiaI/po(itical· arid'
dangerous cqnditions despite .the. ' de~ographfo concerns'ristng fro~·:
' laws stipulating tJiat chi}dreri b~~· ' i;ntgratfon; 40 percent otthe world's
low.14'yeats' should~not be en<' courifries:have policies aimed, at
.g~~~.fu ~~~f91W 0f~~i>!~~.~~!~'.':. . ,. 1~~~1i~~·J~~~~9~;.~~Ytt!l>, :·,,·, .-:.:'.··
'
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Volleyball has tough weekend

newswire-sports@xavi~r;edu

Women's swim team
report
The Xavier women's swim
team was defeated 117-88 in a Saturday afternoon meet at Bowling
Green. This is the first defeat of
the season for the Musketeers after winning both meets in the
opening weekend.
Xavier was led by juniors Angie
Hinri.chs and Heather Greidanus.
Hinrichs placed first in the 100
Freestyle (53.68), second in the
200 Freestyle (1 :57 .26); and was
part of the first place 400 Freestyle
Relay (3:44.42). All three times
were season best for Hinrichs.
Greidanus also had a great
meet as she took first in the 200
Backstroke (2: 11.85), third in the
200 Freestyle (2:00.33), and was
also on the 400 Freestyle Relay
(3:44.42).
Sophomore Janet Heil finished
second in the 400 IM (4:45.73)
and 200 Butterfly (2: 1"5.47).
T~e women's swim team will
return to the pool on Saturday,
Nov. 9 at 1 p.m. in a home meet
versus Youngstown Stat.e.

BY STEVE MElZGER
Sports Editor

The volleyball team continued
its nomadic ways this past w~ek
end, traveling to A-10 rivals
Duquesne and George Washington, incurring two defeats.
The Musketee~s are now 14-10
overall and 5-4 in the A-10. They
are currently tied for third in the
. conference with George Washington

DUQUESNE. 3, XU 2
For the second straight season,
Xavier dropped a road match to
Duquesne in five games.
Sophomore Laci Hasenour led
the offensive charge for the Musketeers with a .326 hitting percent-

age while tallying a career-high 20
kills on 46 swings.
.
·Freshman outside hitter Meggie
Hoffman had a match-high 24 kills for
Xavier to go along with 15 digs for
her 13th double-double of the season.

GW 3, XU 0
The Colonials of George Washing- . and Ruth Lazzari had 12 and 11,
ton allowed the Musketeers to enter respectively.
Sophomore setter Molly Martheir house and promptly showed them
the door, sweeping them in· straight tin· led the· way defensively with
19 digs to go along with her 35
games.
Freshman Meggie Hoffman had her assists.
. Senior Katey Wygant and
14th double-double of the year with
16 kills and 11 digs for Xavier, but it freshman Jordan Brightwell
was not enough to counter a GW at~ added 17 and 11 digs, respec-.
tack that saw three Colonials reach tively, but the Colonials took addouble figures in kills. Sarah Hokom vantage of a 12-5 edge in blocks
had 13 ~ills while Lindsey Vernand and a 49-45 lead in kills.

Men's tennis at ITA
Championships
The men's tennis team played
at the ITA Championships this
weekend. On Saturday, in the first
round o(main draw singles play,
Senior Matt Thinnes lost 3-6, 2-6.
In the first round of doubles action, the team ofThinnes/freshman
Rob Simpson fell short of a win, 79. The team of senior Brent Lehring
and sophomore Justin Yeager lost,
3-8.
Play will continue Sunday at the
ITA Championships, but the Xavier
men's tennis team has finished play.
With the fall season over, tqey will
be back on the courts in the spring.

'

.

Women's tennis at
ITA Champi.onships
The women's tennis team
competed this weekend at.the ITA
Championships in East Lansing,
Mich. Sophomore Lauren Clary
defeated Lindsay Williams in the
first round of main draw singles
~-4, 7-6 (2).
In the second round, Clary lost
to Michigan State's Dora Vastag
2-6, 3-6.
Clary is now 12-5 in the season in singles play.
The Xavier women's tennis
team has finished their fall season.

Musketeers have successful road trip
recorded his sixth shutout this season. the net with just under 15 min~
Schaeper made one save in just over utes left in the match.
82 minutes on Friday.
DUQUESNE 2, XU 2
The Musketeers were on the
Senior Logari Wallace got the
Shaeper continued on a roll
road this weekend, traveling to Muskies on the board in the 33rd
this weekend, scoring a goal
St. Bonaventure and Duquesne minute of the match.
where they succeeded on the
Just under four minutes later, fresh- against Duquesne in a game that
pitch and walked away with two · man Chris Wolever gave the Muske- ended 2-2.
The game was scoreless at halfvictories.
te.ers their second goal of the match.
time.
The Dukes scored a pair of
He was also .assisted by sophomore
goals
to
take a 2-0 lead 25 minXU 3, SBU 0
Tiest Sondaal, who now leads the team
.
utes
into
the seeond period.
Sophomore goal keeper with seven assists this season.
Xavier
finally got on the board
Freshman Steven Barten rounded
Brian Shaeper earned a spot in
in
the
79th
minute. Sondaal
the Xavier record books as he out the scoring by finding the back of
scored his fourth goal of the year
BY STEVE MElZGER
Sports Editor

•Volleyball at Dayton
at6:30 p.m.
•Women's soccer. at
St. Joseph's at 7 p.m.

•Women's soccer at Temple
at 1 p.m.
• Men's soccer vs. Temple
atlp.m.
·

•Men's soccer at
St. Joseph's at 7 p.m.

·Saturday, Nov. 2
•Cross country atA-10
Champioships
•Rifle vs. Tennessee-Martin
at9 a.m.

•Men's basketball vs.
EA Sports All-Stars
at 7 :30 p.m. *

· * exhibition match

Monda , Nov. 4
No games scheduled.

Home soccer games take place at
Corcoran Field.
Home volleyball games take place
at Cintas Center.
"
Home games are in bold.

on an assist from junior Brandon
Lalley, which set up Schaeper's
goal. Wfth the Musketeers trailing by one with just 25 seconds
remaining, Schaeper came out of
the goal to play offense. Sondaal
earned his team-high seventh assist on the play for serving the
corner kick.
Schaeper is the first Xavier
keeper to sc~re in a match since
Dave Schureck found the back
of the net against Dayton on Nov.
1, 1994
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Help Qloving ccruple create ·a family of the.ir: own

·

II

on Earth
. Before last weekend, the only
thing he'd ever burned was a CD.
Although fire fighters do everything they "
can to prevent burns, more than
2.5 million burn injuries occur in North
America each year. Most could be ·
prevented. To learn more about our·
"Don't GetBurned" campaign, please BURN
visit www.IAFFBurnFund.org. •ouN0•110N

fl!\.11!

This.message ls bro1Jght to you by the
International Association of Fire Fighters.
- Harold A. Schattbergsr, General President

o
I

STUDENT TRAVEL

Our deepest desire is to grow our
family but infertility prevents us
from doing so.
You can help by being an egg
donor. Your commitment would
be one menstrual cycle. All
of your expenses
would be paid and
you would be
compensated for this
wonderful gift.
If you are between the
ages of 21 and 32 and
would like to enrich your
life by helping us fulfill our
dream, please call today.

For more information about becoming
an egg donor, call the egg donor nurse at
(513) 924-5550 or send e-mail to
sawadalla@fuse.net. Mention Department LUV.

London..•.....•. $385
Paris.•....••••.•••$464
Amterdam...•$518
Sydney.. ~ ••.... $1289

www.statravel.com
onunE

»

INSTITVTE FOR REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH
3805 Edwards Road • Cincinnati

li61TRAVEL I

on THE PHOnE » on CRmPU/

»

on THE fTREET

Help Me Get The Wotc\ Out!
When I ccime to Loch Ness, ! qicj not expect to write this stoty. I planneq
to senq some postcarqs anq see the sights, maybe take a Few notes, but
nothing like this ever even cfosseq my imagination.
I haq my own reasons for wanting to visit such an infumous place,
but I never came here expecting to see a monster fuce to face, much less
become a small part of the legenq's folklore.
WWW.

·lffitvi'ING ·

MANS
ff02202
.(OM

~
ru2cc wmc2sruc WA1C2 WfKUCS..;
ANP LO(tt ~CSS-

.·.A t2tt tvOVtlI
Let someone know what you think!

www.lhlnlllogmansbonar.cam
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EDITORIAL -

Ideas for a scarier
campus atinosphere
We're sick and tired of Xavier's
campus being so safe. Seriously,
look at the police notes. "A student reported that a vending machine in Alter Hall gave her an incorrect amount of change. Campus police were notified, and the
vending machine in question will
be under review." We need
to increase the
atmosphere qf
horror around
here. But how is
this to be done? .
Above all, we
think a Fr. Hoff
statue should be
placed on every
floor of every
building
on
campus. This
alone would
make Xavier scarier than Goldie
Hawn without makeup.
However, considering the Fr.
Hoff statue is so incredibly freaky
that we doubt it could ever be duplicated, we here at the Newswire
have come up with other methods
as well. For example, what if there
were no campus police? Students
would be parking anywhere they
wanted to, and chaos would rule
the campus. It would be like lord
of the Flies.
Scratch that. Let's leave campus police, and take away their golf
carts. How would they be able to
fight cri~e without being able to
do all the off-roading that Xavier's
campus requires?
Since sports are a big focus on
this campus, we propose the bas-

ketball team bring back Kevin Frey.
There is simply nothing scarier than
a 6-8 white man running down a basketball court, especially when that
white man is Kevin Frey.
Seeing as Bill Clinton is no
longer in office, a scary move would
be for Xavier to hire him as a political science professor. He would
bring new meaning to the phrase
"office hours."
Much like the
premise ofMTV's
"Fear," the
Newswire staff
would love to see
a group of students spend a
Education. That is what we're
night in Ghetto here for. As the students, faculty
Kroger and have it and staff of a Jesuit university, we
videotaped. have both the blessing and priviThose who make it back alive would lege of formal education and we,
receive a guarantee that they will more than most in this city, realize
never have to shop at that sorry ex- and promote the important role
facilities play in that educational
cuse for a grocery store again.
When we consider scary cam- process.
puses, we think of those that allow
With renovations across the
parties to take place. When students academic mall including Edgecliff
are allowed to have fun with more Hall, the Cintas Center, the
than seven other people, things tend Gallagher Student Center and now
to get pretty frightening.
talk of a new library, clearly we as
In light ofall of these stellar sug- a university are enjoying, pursugestions, the Newswire staff urges ing and promoting the types of fathose who read this to help us in our . cilities necessary for education fo.
cause. If the police notes don'.t in- the 21st century.
clude something like "Campus PoWe also promote education in
lice responded (on foot) to a distur- the Cincinnati community that surbance in the Gallagher Center, but rounds us. On any given day, in
were frightened by a statue on the many of th.e schools throughout
way," we are going to be pretty up- Cincinnati, you will find Xavier
set. Happy Halloween!
students, faculty,.and staff tutoring,
mentoring, and teaching. This is
· because we value education and
CIRCULATION 3,500
recognize that, for many children
in
our city, education ·is not someMELISSA MOSKO
thing
for which they have the priviANTHONY MOSKO
lege
to
be concerned.
KELLYGE.TZ
By
simply
walking into many
LISAWA~ER
of
the
public
school
buildings and
RENEE HUTCHISON
seeing
paint·
peeling
from the
MIKE KAISER
walls, parts of the ceiling threatening to collapse, and puddles of waCalendar
ter forming randomly in the hallJAMES MURPHY
ways, you can't help but be filled
Photography Editor
with sadness. I mean, it's a school.
BRIAN ANGOLIA
It's supposed to be a place for
Photographer
· growth and learning, but it exudes
BRANDYDuNLAP
this depressing cloud of hopelessCopy Editors
ness.
SAMUEL ARK
That is the environment into
MICHELLE HAMILTON
which many of the kids in CincinAMY MILLER
Contributing Writers

There is simply
nothing scarier than a
6-8" white man running down a basketball court, especially
when that white man
is Kevin Frey.
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nearly $1 billion project for
which we· have already s~cured
over half of the necessary funding. Voting yes on Issue 2 will
provide the final $480 million
necessary to put this plan into
action, costing only 40 cents per.
day for the home owners of Cincinnati.
Moreover, the 10 years of construc tion/ren ovation work and
the purchasing of goods and services will provide scores of jobs
for Cincinnati businesses. In addition, the CPS Board has renewed its commitment for inclusion of economicaJly. disad_vantaged and small-business enterprises in the plan. Clearly, these
new schools will benefit not only
.
))
the kids, but all of us in Cincinnati.
Issue 2 is a once-in-a-lifetime
Next Tuesday, Nov. 5, we will be opportunity for us to take a step
given an opportunity to make a sub- in a new direction, to re-examine
stantial difference in education for our priorities and to put kids first.
the more than 40,000 kids in the Education is power, and we know
Cincinnati Public School (CPS) Dis- that. That is why we are here. The
public schools are falling apart,
trict.
By voting yes on Issue 2, the pro- . and right now only the children
posed CPS bond issue, we will put suffer, but in the long run, all of
in motion a 10 year process result- us pay a price.
We at Xavier know the value
ing in 31 completely renovated and
35 brand new schools Cincin- of education, we see the impornati hasn't built a new school since tance of modern facilities, and
1982. Sadly, that was before many now we have a real and tangible
Xavier students were even born. By opportunity to make a substanvoting yes on Issue 2, in less than tial difference in the lives of all
two years, we will have 16 new fa- the kids her~ in Cincinnati.
cilities for the kids o(Cincinnati, Please; vote yes on Issue 2.
and by 2012 every child in the dis-Ben Krause
trict will be in a modern learning facility.
Class of 'OJ
The Facilities Master Plan is a

"The public schools
· are falling apart, and
right now only the
children suffer; but in
the long run, all ofus
.
pay a price.
'

.send vournroblems,to

JOEllAGAN
STEVE wEISSENBURGER

nati are sent, and we wonder why
they aren't exceeding or even reaching the minimum standards. How
can we as a city expect little kids to
. care about their own education when
it is clear to them the city doesn't?
Whether or not it's a conscious
thought, they must realize they are
being neglected.

confused.a~o~utlove-P

KATIE HUNT

Distribution
Online Editor

Issue 2: Maki.ng kids
the priority
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. '(7re X11v/er Newswir. Is published weekly throughout
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Clarification of email. resolutiori
Furthermore; the article quoted
improve efficiency, improve effectiveness and make life at the uni- me as saying 'This is a gradual process. We would phase things out
versity easier."
Xavier University is technologi- · over time." This quote is used out
cally up-to-date, but we struggle of context. If the administration
accepts
tJie
to use that technology to its
Senate's recomfullest extent.
"V
mendation, nothin addition,
ing will · be
the
article
Uh- phased
out.
o·
'J r
There will still be
stated, "The system will be simipaper mail circu-

STEVE WEISSENBURGER
Online Editor

I am writing this week to correct
statements made in last week's article. entitled "Senate passes email
resolution," in hope to better communicate the content, intention and
power of the Primary Means of
Communication Resolution as well
as my comments on this topic.
The article stated, "A motion
passed Monday in Senate calls for,
over time, the almost complete
elimination of paper mail in favor
of email."
. The _resolution accepted by the
· Senate calls for (a) increased use of
email over paper-based mail, not replacement; and (b) treating email
and paper mail uniformly in policies and procedures. Paper mail will
always exist in our lifetime, even
with increased use of email.
Also, the article quoted me as
saying "It's time for Xavier to be
more technologically updated." At
the Oct. 14 Senate meeting I actually stated, "We have st,ruggled to
use the technological resources already availaple to us to lower cost,

Aavier Universiry

is techno/ooica/lll

to-date, but we

tion. ·It is the Student Senate that
has passed the resolution. The resolution will be sent to appropriate
members of the administration as
well as the UTC for their recommendation.
In conclusion, outside of the
specific statements and quotes rebutted above, I found the artiCie to
misrepresent the spirit of the resolution in word choice and_ presentation of the issues.

~;~:~:~E. s7JE!:i!£~t ~~&.;;r:~i ff~~~E~l~~~;;JJ ij,Jflliit~i

·::~i!~i!:::~:~· -------------. ;~r~~:£~:: ~:~e~~~~f~:~1;: :.ii:*~;;~~J~;l.1.1,,f;;:t ~:,~.:;
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name and password. This would
prevent people outside the Xavier

cedures will be phased in. For example, there will be more careful

quirements.
As the student representative on

This and the paragraph that folFinally; the article stated, "Now
lows inadequately describes the that the UTC has gotten the resocurrent system in place. For an un- · lution passed ...". While I am the
deJstanding of the services cur- student representative on the comrently available to students, please mittee, the University Technology
visit www.xavier.edu/restiet/ac- Committee (UTC) was in no way
cess/.
involved with passing this resolu-

ing the concerns of the students to
the committee. If you have any
questions, comments or concerns
about the resolution, please feel
free
to
email
me
at
weissenburgersj@xavier.edu.
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Students encouraged to vote
·•

• '.)No.\f:''li,¢iliga,fe1Dale stli·:'.'.
dent, -w~en that time of the'.

~

In less than a week, we will all, · have grown apathetic once again. ference in our city and here on-camonce again, have the opportunity How can we fight for democracy pus. Check out the League of
to make our voice heard - to vote. abroad while neglecting it here at Women Voters' Web site
On Tuesday, Nov. 5 the polls will home? How can we call it "our na- (www.lwvcincinnati.org) for nonbe open from 6:30 a.m. to7:30 p.m. tion," "our government" even as partisan assessments of the candijust waiting for us to show up, to . we passively accept whatever can- .. dates and .the issues .. Hit. the .
cast our ballot, to exercise our right. dictate other people choose for us? Hamilton County Board of ElecDuring our last election, only How can we speak when we deny tions' site (www.ham'ntonone percent of college age people ourselves a voice?
co.or-OE/) to find if you're regisvoted! We are opinionated, we are
This time, .let's make ourselves tered and where you can vote. Let's
passionate, we are educated, and heard. Let's make our issues clear. educate and empower ourselves.
we are silent. In the last year, we This time we have the right to
This year Xavier Votes, with your
have seen our country overcome choose our representatives, our cooperation and concern; registered
great tragedy, and with flags wav- state governor and legislature, our almost 400 new Voters here on caming in all directions,. we have stood county conunissioner, and many · pus alone. On Tuesday, Nov. 5, let's
up as a nation and asserted the other political and judicial lead- get out there, let's make democracy
value of democracy.
ers. In addition, state and local is- work, and let's vote!
But even today, as our military sues abound, giving us a real op-.
involvement escalates, many of us portunity to make a concrete dif-Xavier Votes

Do you have an opinion?·
If so, send it in · and. make your
voice ·heard.
Newswire-oped@xavier.edu

s~p.dying~';do,ing ·honi~WQrk,

and. livi~g: life ,in generai.
What can:lielp them? ·.· ·
. _. Signed; That 'Tinie ··' .
_·.·.·.· .,.
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Ensemble Theatre of Cincinnati's
Mitchell S. Meyers off-cenfor/onstage series begins Oct. 30 with
"The Credeaux Canvas," a serious
comedy by Keith Bunin.
"The Credeaux Canvas" premiered as a commissioned work at
the respected Playwright's Horizons, an off- Broadway theatre that
has given debuts to· plays like
Wendy Wasserstein 's "The Heidi
Chronicles" and Alfred Uhry's
"Driving Miss Daisy."
"The Credeaux Canvas" is a story
about the son of a prominent art
dealer, his best friend, a girlfriend, a
forgery, and a deception. The title
refers to an obscure dead painter
by the name of Jean-Paul Credeaux.
"The .Credeaux Canvas" contains adult content and nudity. Performances are at 8 p.m. Wednesday
through Sunday, Oct. 30to Nov. 2.
Tickets are $10, available at the Ensemble Theatre ofCincinnati box office, 1127 Vine Street. Call 421-3555.
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Americans· love their guns
'~OWLING FOR

Credeaux

0

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

COLUMBINE' FOLLOWS MOORE AS HE SEARCHES FORAMERICA'.S LOVE FOR GUNS

BY DAN COX
Diversions Editor

The opening scene of"Bowling
for Columbine," the latest documentary from Michael Moore, has
Moore going into a bank in Michigan to open a checking account.
The bonus for opening this checking account is not a free order of
checks, but a free gun. Moore signs
some papers and walks out of the
bank waving a new rifle in the air.
Scenes like these make up "Bowling for Columbine." One minute,
Moore will have the audience laughing at the absurdity of what is on
the screen, and the next will have
very solemn pictures of gun violence that hush the entire crowd.
The question Moore is trying to
PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.IMDB.COM
answer is why there are so many
deaths from gun violence in the Michael Moore brandishes the free gun he just received for opening a
Yep,·you just read that
United States vs. Canada. There checking account at a bank in Michigan.
are just as many, if not more, guns correctly. •
per person, yet Canada's gun-related deaths don't exceed the triple loaded pistol in his house, espe- tims' bodies. The public relations school and Manson quickly replied
digits: America's guri-related deaths cially when he lives in a gated com- woman for K-Mart was so nervous he would simply listen, something
are on average of 11, 127 per year.
munity with armed security guards. that she quickly pushed the situa- nobody was doing for these children at the
Moore goes to several different
An answer Heston did have for tion onto someplaces and looks at many different Moore was concerning the ques- one higher on the
time.
Moore·
angles to try and solve this prob- ti on of why there was so much gun corporate ladder.
lem. i-Ie
·.
· ·
· , · violence Latertlienextday,
quickly goes
visits Col----~----i
n Moore and his
back to showing the absurd
um b i n e
America posse discover
· if there that K-Mart has . I
. dance;: the meThe University of .Cincinnati H i g h.
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decided
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like
Columbine
happened
again.
One
about
why
per
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most
powerful
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Kesey's 1962 novel.
The
only
video
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pictured
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from
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they
think
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in
movieis
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trip
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of
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young
man
with
Jong
hair
and
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home
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er
Friday, Oct. 31 and Nov. 1 at 8 p.m.;
c o u n - High School. To lead into this sec- baggy clothing standing before a
Saturday, Nov; 2 at 2:30 and 8 p.m.;. bine massacre
oct
r i e s . tion of the documentary, he shows desk. To show how easy it is to
and Sunday, Nov. 3 at 2:30 p.m. in
some horrifying images, taken from hide weapons in this baggy clothcurred.
He
Heston
Patricia Corbett Theatre. A special
security cameras, of the massacre ing, the young man continued to
visits
the
·
first
sugpreview will take place on Wednespull out 12 separate firearms, includthat
occurred onApril 20, 1999.
Michigan
gested
day, Oct. 30 at 8 p.m. · Saturday's
ing an Uzi and a shotgun. The comWe
see
the
cafeteria
students
Militia,
where
Timothy
McVeigh
America's
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history,
but
matinee performance will be for the
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that made this informative
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in
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some
trained
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and
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to
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quickly
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of
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about
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control.
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are
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fear to help their
one
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Mr.
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Charlton
many
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Imperial
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in
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so
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and
throw
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dents during the Saturday matinee .
Moore is not trying to make an
lated homocides. Heston next sug- after it has been deserted. The
only, 15 minutes prior to curtain, and the issue.
scenes
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too
powerful
for
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CCM Box Office at 556-4183. Parkply
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really
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need
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where
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to
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at the base of Corry Blvd. off of
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protection
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why
another
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violence,
but
at
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of
the
Columbine
massacre
en.d
of the
for
the
massacre:
Marilyn
Manson.
Jefferson Ave.
her keeps hollow-point bullets in his who still have bullets in their bod- Manson sits down with Moore in movie, he and the audience are only
gun in the house.
ies from the attack. Since the bul- all his Goth makeup and says some left with more questions that can
Heston was put in the same lets used were bought at K-Mart, of the most powerful lines in the not be answered.
situation when Moore grilled him. Moore takes the two students to K- movie. Moore asks Manson what
He couldn't come up with a real an- Mart headquarters to try and get a he would say to anyone who was
swer to
why he needed a refund for the bullets still in the vie- planning to shoot up their high

The scenes were···

One flew over the
Cuckoo's nest

too powerfalfor
many audjeric.r .
members.

New Releases

XU Jazz time
Xavier
University Jazz
Ensemble's next performance is on
Nov. 6 in Ryan's Pub ·at 7:30 p.m.
Their final concert of the semester
is on Nov. 26 at 8: 15 p.m. in Edgecliff
Recital Hall.
The Jazz Ensemble plays a variety of jazz with many solos and
original pieces.
·

The following discs are due for release on or before October 29 ...
Bone Thugs-N-Harmony Thug World Order (Ruthless/Epic) ... Nick
Carter. Now or Never (Jive) ... Memphis Bleek Misunderstood (Def
Jam) ... Sixpence None the Richer Divine Discontent (Reprise/Squint/
Curb) .. : Shaggy Lucky Day (MCA):.. Too $ho rt Whats My Favorite

Word(Jive)

... all dates are tentative.
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Thursday, October 31

Sunday, November 2

hed(pe)
@Bogart's

Olive Carpet
@Xavier University

.

Friday, November 1

Monday, ·November 4

Yellowcard
@Bogart's

@Bogart's·
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'Ghost Ship' sinks faster than a rock
THIS PREDICTABLE MOVIE CAN.T STAYAFLOAT WHILE IT TRIES TO UNSECCESSFULLY CREATE SUSPENSE
BY JULIE SMALLWOOD
Contributing Writer .

What if Leonardo DiCaprio had
to fight ghosts on the Titanic?
You'd have a movie with a convoluted story line, no flow, so many
plot holes you can see through the
screen, and enough gratui,tous gore
to make Freddie Krueger puke. In
·short, you'd have "Ghost Ship," a
pointless movie that should have
gone.Straight to video.
The story is of an amazing salvage crew, who after six months at
sea, are approached by a creepy pilot in a bar who has found a deserted ship in
the middle of
the
Bering
Strait. Despite
wanting to go
home, the crew
of the "Arctic
Warrior" decide to pursue
this "ghost
ship" because
recovering it
could make
them rich. ·Led
by Captain
Murphy
(Gabriel Byrne), they travel out to
the abandoned vessel.
·
They soon realize the ship is the
Antonia Graza, an Italian oceanliner
. that mysteriously disappeared without a trace. in 1962. But Murphy's
right-hand woman, Epps (Julianna

Margulies) quickly realizes something is not quite right with the ship.
She keeps seeing a little girl all over
the ship and soon the others start
having spooky experiences. Their
fears are temporarily laid to rest
when they discover hundreds of
milli.ons of dollars in gold bullion in
the cargo hold .. The crew decides
to take the gold and not salvage the
ship. But would the evil spirits let
them just walk out of there? No.
Soon they realize they are being
picked off one by one, and now their
only concern is to make it out alive.
I do realize horror movies are not
supposed to have deep and believable story
lines, but
"Ghost
Ship" is an
exceptional
case. The
plot is so ri'di cul o us
that the
viewer
can'toverlookit, and
the audi-

e n ·c e
spends
most of the film either discrediting
scenes or discovering deeper states
of confusion, the likes of which they
never thought possible. ·
The film also weakly executed its
plot with fruitless build-ups, hurried
action, and pointless arbitrary de-

velopment. Murphy's alcoholism
is brought up in the beginning of
the film, but has no real function
within the story. Several instances
.occur where ghosts materialize or
spooky events unfold unbeknownst to any of the characters
. and have no effect on the story
.. whatsoever. I im1;1gine .the dir~ctor. ..
is trying to add suspense to the film,
,but watching a beautiful, sultry
ghost smoke a cigarette in the dark
while all of the other characters remain oblivious to her pr~sence is
not very suspenseful.
Even the movie's major theme is
poorly developed. The writer and
director apparently want· the audience to believe greed is what really
· leads to the tragic end of the
"Antonia .Graza" and eventually
also the "Arctic Warrior!' But greed
is never well developed among the
characters who ~ake up the crew of
the "Warrior." True, they·pursue
the ship because of the money that
could b1;: made, but that is how they
make their living. The idea would
have been just as effective if it.was .
set iri a haunted office building and
a bunch of workers went in to get
. overtime. They never even fight··
over the gold, no one decides to
sabotage the others in the crew to
· make off with it themselves and
there is never any doubt the money
will be split evenly.
I suppose the director hoped the
amazing amount of gore would distract the audience from "Ghost

The unfortunate adventurers couldn't save this
movie.
Ship's" obvious lack of plot.
The opening scene of the movie
has- a deck full of dancing people
sliced in half by fast moving metal
wire from the ship. Blood pores from
the torsos, arms and faces of the
silent ship passengers of the
"Antonia Graza." Soon their bodies· fall apart and-twitching,'Well;; ·
dressed people lay in a heap on the
dance floor while theY. grope for the
rest oftheir detached corpses. Other
characters are ·shot in the head,
swung by the neck with a giant hook
or ground to a pulp by a boat motor.
Almost all of the violence is completely over the top and leaves you

feeling disgusted rather than scared.
I suppose if you can't scare them
with well-executed suspense, then
go for the gross-out factor.
This movie was god-awful, and
horror movies are expected to be
god-awful, but it still set a new
record for suckage. By the time, the
audience· reaches the· end of the
movie, theycan'texpectitto be any
worse, but they are still surprised
again when they are told who is
causing all of the bloodshed. Trust
me, it does get worse. No one
should ever see this movie and I
expect a fuil boycott by the end of
the week.

.·Which slasher series can claim superiority?
DAN TAKES 'HALLOWEEN' WITH MIKE MYERS WHILE JIMMY TAKES 'FRIDAY THE 13TH' WITH ·JASON TO DECIDE WHO IS THE SLASHER GOD

Dan SAYS:
The Halloween series is far superior to the Frid.ay the 13th series.
"Friday the 13th" has always
copied what "Halloween" did and
has never done as good of a job.
"Halloween" came frrstwith the
creepy music and the mad man and
"Friday the 13th" has been trying
to imitate it ever since.
Rememberthe shrine that Jason
built to his dead mother in the second "Friday the 13th" movie? It
wa~ already done by Michael
Myers in the first Halloween and
was actually scary.
As the series went on and both
became repetitive, Jason relied on
gore and nudity to keep his audiences happy while Myers and company refused to go that low for attention.
The first "Halloween" :was so
good because it was the first slasher
movie. The audiences had no· idea
what was going on as he stalked
Jamie Lee Curtis and her friends. It
wasn't clear he was going to kill
them until the movie was almost over
and the suspense was .almost .unbearable.
·
The first few "Halloween" movies were also in chronological order. This is a trick many movies foday don't pay any attention to. The
second movie occurs immediately

Jimmy SAYS: .
Let's get this straight. As a
"Friday the 13th" also taught
horror movie buffand loverofthe viewers the rules to surviving horcheap thrill, it's almost imperative ror movies. These rules, explained
the ·placement ·of two classic· so wellin "Scream,"' were the prece.slasher series is sequentially cor- dent for how every single horror
rect.
movie participant was killed in the
"Halloween," by directorJohn slew of 8Qs movies that "Friday"
Carpenter, is the first slasher spawned.
movie. Yes, it's a classic. How- ·. "Halloween," with a classier plot
ever, "Friday the 13th" is the and more respectable characters in
greatest slasher flick of all time; the likes ofJamie Lee Curtis, should
To find out why, take a look at be given credit for setting the table
what makes a great horror movie. for the slasher movie. However,
Why were you scared to go "Friday the 13th" was the defining
to camp when you were 12? Ja- movie for the next 15 years ofhorson Voorhees is the answer. The ror.
Jason has racked up the body count over the
boy who drowned in Crystal Lake
Maybe the answer is more simple
~ears, but could he defeat Michael 'Myers?
while unattended by camp counse- than this. What makes a slasher
lorsseemstocomeupateverycamp- movie a slasher movie? You
· after the first. The third is a few
When you get down to the bot- frre. This type offame is unmatched guessed it:deaths.
The "Friday" and "Halloween"
years later, but still moves along the tom line, Myers does everything by any horror movie villain includsame track the first two movies do. better than Jason. His early movies ing Freddy Kruger and Michael series have killed a lot ofhighschool
kids, camp counselors, and random
I'm not saying everything that are scarier, his goals are better and Meyers.
It's unfair to compare the latest people. So what are the tallies so
has been presented in the "Hallow- . his music is catchier. Plus, the real
een" series has been good; Lord no. deciding factor for all slasher people editions of the series if we want to far? In 10 movies, Jason has killed
Both .series hav.e run their courses . in slasher.movies js their ma~k, ru,d .. say ~hich is the gr~atest of all. time.. I 03 peop\~ •. a, I Q.3 d.~ath~ per ''.Fr.iand have put out some pretty stinky while Myers' mask may not be as · The .ludicrous story line and absur- day the 13th." Michael Meyers, in
movies. The "Halloween" series recognizable, it will send chills dity of the newest installments does eight movies, has massacred 78, a
usually stays a few steps ahead of through you when he rises up be- not give any credit to the originals. close second at 9.75 people p«?r film.
Jason and his exploits.
But here's why the original "FriSo there you have ft. It came
hind ·one of his unlucky victims.
Michael Myers also has a goal;
day the 13th" was the best. It had down to a head count, but "Friday
he wants to "take care" ofall of the
the best music. Anyone who saw the 13th," through the thoughtless
members of his family, or anyone
the movie remembers the shreiking deaths of l 0 fictional characters,
getting in his way. He's not on some
soundtrack as Jason moves in for · takes the prize as the .greatest
mindless rampage.
his next kill.
slasher series.
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October 30 ·
Seeing as it is the week of Halloween, I figured I'd pay tribute to·
one of the scariest events ever ...
Screech v. Horshack on Fox's
"Celebrity Boxing." Did .anyone
else watch this? Quality program- ·
ming by Fox, as usual. Look at
him in that picture. It looks like his ·
. whole life was building up to that
moment.
Apparently,.the Romero Center
does !lOt enjoy being in good favor with me, as International Coffee Hour has once again moved
its lo~ation. This week it will be in
the Dorothy Day House at 3:30
p.m., and discussion will center
around peace and justice programs. If this event isn't back in
the G-Spot by next week, international heads will roll.
Look out, it's Sally Syphillis!
Delta Sigma Theta is sponsoring a
Haunted Health House from 8 p.m.
to 11 p.m. attheAlphaHouse, located at 877 Hutchins Ave. This
reminds me of those people who
would give out raisins to us when
we were young trick-or-treaters. I
think they finally got the message
when we set their dog on fire.

11 ltiJ \:;: I lt,\•i
October 31
Not only is today Halloween, ·
but also Backpack Awareness Day.
Find out how to pack and carry a
backpack properly from 2:30 to
4:30 p.m outside ofAlter. I wanted
this event to be called "Welcome
to Pre-School," but they did not

November 4

SfJim MurphyTo place an item
like my suggestion. I will personally be there to smack the hell
out of anyone who actually participates in this event.
Voices of Solidarity is sponsoring a talk by Rosa Anaya concerning the present social situations in El Salvador at 7 p.m. in
the G-Spot Theatre. The person .
with the most correctly-packed
backpack at this event will win a
fantastic prize.

· FRIDAY·
November·]
Today is "Dia de Los
Muertos," or "Day of the Dead."
In honor of this, SOL and Spanish Club invite you to bring a picture of a deceased loved one to
the. academic mall between 10
a.m. and 3 p.m.·to participate in ·
the traditional Hispanic celebration. Kat and I will be bringing a
picture of Sloth, because in case
you haven't heard, he's dead.
Due to the massive amount
ofraiil last Friday, X-Treme Fans
will now be holding its
Octoberfest at 5:30 p.m. outside
ofCorcoran Field, in preparation
for the men's soccer game
against .st. Joseph's at 7 p.m.
Prizes and free food will be abundant, so show up for what promises to be a great November
Octoberfest.

Today begins both National
Chemistry Week and National
-Shallow Persons Week. Some may
in .the calendar, mail to newswire_calendar@yahoo.com or Mt2129.
see .th.i~ ~~.a. ~in,ipl~ coinciqen~e,
but I think it begs the question:
Have you ever met a ~hemist that
wasn't shallow?
The entire population of Logan
November 3
The Bengals try to continue
Hall now hates me with a passion.
their all-defeated record as they
Today is also King Tut Day. If
· travel to Houston to take on the
a despotic pharaol:i from ancient
expansion Texans, while the
E;gypt can get liis own holiday,
Browns' and Steelers meet in a
when are they going to declare a
battle for first place in .the AFC
holiday for tqe day when that picNorth. This really has no rel- . ture of David Hasselhoff and Gary
evance to anything, but it does
Coleman was taken?
once again show how much better
Who are the ad wizthan Cincinnati Cleveland truly is.
ards that came up with
Attention, all you Japanese
November 5
people
out there. Today is Japathis one?
Today is Election Day across
nese Culture Day. I think in an efAmerica. As a newly registered
fort to make all students more culThe Concert Choir performs at 8
voter in Hamilton County, I found
p.m. in the G-Spot Theatre, Screech . turaJly aware, the cafeteria should
shorten the legs on all tables toout my voting location is in the
will no doubt be there helping Vionight, and should serve meat from
church right next to my house. I
let Bickerstaff get through her solo.
animals that are normally consid..:
hope I can find a ride.
Speaking of"Saved by the Bell,"
·Speaking of Election Day, did
why did no one ever decide to make · · ered pets in America.
Speaking of the cafeteria, you
anyone ever see that movie "Eleca "Saved by the Bell: The College
tion?" It stars Reese Witherspoon,
always see those comment cards
Drop-out Working as a GreaseMatthew Broderick, that jock dude
saying "More choices for vegetarMonkey Years?"
ians," but you never see any that
from "American Pie," and Chris
say "More chojces for cannibals."
Ortman. You think I'm kidding?
Where are you, cannibal lobbyBecause of this movie, he is only
November 2
two degrees from Kevin Bacon.
ists?
Latin Honors Day will take place
I guess I will leave you with this
Since it's November, one might
at 8 a.m. in Alter Hall. · As a Latin
inspiring quote from Dr. Hunter S.
say the holiday season has offistudent, I will most likely be attendcially begun. Is there any better
Thompson: "Children are like TV
ing the event. However, don't missets . . . when they start acting
way to usher in this holiday seatake my motives. I don't wantto go
son than by watching an elf play
weird, whack them across the head
to celebrate the achievements of
with a big rubber basketball shoe."
guitar? That's right, Mark Elf perLatin scholars, I simply want to try
It's amazing what I will do to fill
forms jazz guitar at 7:30 p.m. in the
to be more hungover than Cueva.
some space. Murphout.
G-Spot Theatre.

.· ·Sl.JNDAY·

Tl..JESDAY
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For classifieds info call Renee.at 745-3561 or e-mail her at orange_flamingo4@hotmail.com.

Help Wanted
Childcare Provider- immediate need for community services
agency. Pleasant enviroment working with preschoolers. Professional development opportunities.
4 hr. shifts M-F, at $7 251 hr. Please
call 631-4000, Director -~orwood
ServiCe League.

Assistant Teacher Needed!
In Hyde Park area for accredited
preschool and after school program. Great opportunity for Education Major. Experience required. Afternoon hours. Great
pay. Professional environment!
EDE. Cal1Lindaat321-7183
Earn $2,000 by Christmas.
Become an egg · dono~
Healthy females 21-32 call
5 1 3 - 8 3 1 - 9 2 0 7 .

$12/HOUR SUMMER MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP 2003
Student Painters are looking for individuals who are interested in
gaining management experence.'
Great resume builder. No exp·erience necessary however .must be
hard- working. Last summer the
average intemsliip paid $8,000.
Hire first come, first qualified basis. For more info call 1-888-8393385.

NEED CASH???
Everybody's Records wants
your well cared for CD's, LP's and
DVD's in exchange for $$$ or
store credit. We offer a wide selection of Rock, Reggae, HipHop, R,&B, P1,mk, Blues and
more. Including posters, stickers,
patches
and
buttons.
Everybody's Records 6106
Montgomery Road at Ridge.

Part-time Employnient! Largest
mortgage broker in Southern Ohio,
offices in Blue Ash, is hiring
telemarketers for PT employment.
Experience preferred, but will train.
No selling involved. Starting at $9/
hr plus bonus and commission.
I,ndividuals have the potential to
make well over hourly rate. Monday- Thursday, 5pm -9pm, Saturday 9:30am-lpm. Contact Abby
Cantrell at (513) 326-6960.

Fraternities; Sororities, Clubs
and Student Groups. Earn
$1,000-$2,000 this semester with
a proven <;::ampus Fundi:aiser. 3
hour fundraising event. 0Qr programs make fundraising easy
· with no risk. Fundraising dates
are filling quickly, so get with the
program! It works. Contact
CampusFundraiser at'(888) 9233238,
or
visit
www.campusfundraiser:com.

NOW HIRING-SMOOTHIE
KING is now hiring part-time shift
leaders and sales associates for
its Anderson Twp. store. Call
513-518-9246 for details or e-mail
smoothieking@cincirr.com
HIRING salaried salespeople,
campus reps, and on-site staff. Contact www.studentexpress.com or 1800-787-3787 for details.

For Rent
XU RENTS.COM Houses and
apartments forrent. 731-2800

APARTMENTS & HOUSES:
Rent now for next year and get
first choice of these huge, newly
renovated deluxe apartments in
safe, secure neighborhoods! Featuring amenities such as: ceiling
. fans, laundry, AC, off-street parking lots, and fully-equipped kitchens with new appliances. Call Ian
388-9979 or 253-7368.
Awesome 1, 2 and 3 b~ apartments. Fully furnished. Heat paid.
974 Dana241-4107.

Norwood - 3 bdr. recently remodeled. AC, laundry, parking, 5
5BR & 4BR- Very large, newly
renovated apartments close to cammin. walk to Xavier. Possible shortpus. These apartments feature: a
tenn lease. $700/mo. Call 218-3808.
sunroom, a dining room, ceramic tile,
p~ush carpet, ceiling fans, laundry,
3 bedroom and 1 1/2 baths at
air conditioning, off-street parking, · 1802 WaylandAve.' Newly ~e~od
security lighting, garbage disposal,
eled, equipped kitchen and offdishwasher, and new appli~nces.
street parking. $750 per month.
Available immediately. For a show- . Call531-7301.
ing call Ian at 513-388-9979 or 513Spacious 3 · and 5 bdrm apart253-7368.
ments. Walk to class. Fully furnished. Available June 1st. 938
5-7 bdrm apartment for rent next
Dana. Call Scott at 241-4107.
year. Across from campus on Dana
Ave., available Aug. 2003. Call 6169000 for info.
# 1 Spring Break Vacations! 110
Apartment for rent, available late
percent best prices! · Mexico, JaDecember. 2BR, water included,
maica, Bahamas, Florida, Texas.
large deck, garage, free onsite lamiBook now and save. Receive free
dry. Great location in Hyde Park. 3312
parties and meals! Campus reps
Monteith. $950/mo. Call 317.3675
wanted! Call 1-800-234-7007.
after9j:>m.
www.endlesssummertours.com.

Attention

SPRING BREAKERS 2003
Travel with STS,Americas #1 Student Tour Operator. Jamaica, ·
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, or
. Florida. Sell trips, earn cash, travel ·
free. Info/ reservations call: 1-800648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.

***ACT NOW!· Guarantee the
best spring break_ prices! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida and MardiGras.
TRAVEL FREE, Reps Needed,
'EARN $$$. Group Discourits for
6+. 1-888-THINK-SUN (1-888-8446578dept2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com.

.SPRING BREAK2003 is.now
sponsored by Student Express!
Cancun, Acapulco, Mazatlan, Jamaica, Bahamas, South Padre, Las
Vegas, Florida, and Ibiza: Book
early and get FREE MEAI.:S! Student Express sponsors the BEST
PARTIES and is NOW HIRING
salaried Salespeople, Campus
Reps, and On-site Staff.Contact
www.studentexpress.com or 1-800787-3787.
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Men's basketball hopes for most
successful year in school history
.

-

BY STEVE METZGER
Sports Editor

Last season, the men's basketball
team made it to the second round of
the NCAA Tournament and garnered
national acclaim for their valiant effort against Final· Four team Oklahoma. That success and a wealth of
talent has caused the Musketeers to
be ranked high in the preseason.
This year, r<?turning starters and a.
good recruiting class promise to
make the season one of the most exciting in recent memory at Xavier.
Head coach Thad Matta looks to
have his team ready to compete and
succeed with a very difficult schedule, and make another appearance
in the NCAA Tournament.

shoulders, one wonders whether it
will prove too much for him. Thinking back on how he tried to play injured in the Crosstown Shootout last
year shows that a tough competitor
will not back down from the challenge.

SUPER SATO

One of the other reasons the
Muskies have won so many p~e
season accolades is junior guard
Romain Sato. Sato demonstrated
last se~son his ability to score from
behind the arc, especially during the
Oklahoma game in last season's
NCAA Tournament where he buried
a shot from way, way downtown.
In those two tournament games,
Sato impressed the nation with a
ALL-AMERICAN WEST
team-high 28 points and 10 reAt "the basketball banquet last bounds against Hawaii in the first
spring, senior David West an- round. He then came back and
.nounced that he would return for scored 28 points in the losing effort
another season. West is one of the against Oklahoma, coupled with
reasons the expectations are so high eight rebounds~ His performance in
at Xavier this year. Last year, he was the first half prompted some spectanamed to the Associated Press Sec- tors to comment the game was more
ond Team All-American and is a two- .the Central African Republic playtime A-10 Player-of-the-Year. He .ing against Oklahoma than Xavier.
On more than one occasion, Sato
lead the team last season in scoring
. (18.3 ppg.) a.nd free thro\;V percent- put on. a verit~ble shooting clinic
age (.768) and theA-10 in rebound- from behind the arc. Once again, he
ing (9.8 rpg.), blocks (2.5 bpg.) and will be asked to help the Musketeers
with his gaudy shooting skills as well
•. field.goal percentage (.536).
The praise has already begun this as his solid defense.
Sato also was named to the
season as West has been named to
the Wooden Award Preseason All- Wooden Award Preseason All-AmeriAmerican team. West, ~ho has al- can· team for the first time. Last seaways been a force to be reckoned son,_ he was named to· the Second
with on both sides of the court, will Team All-Atlantic 10. He finished
anchor a very potent offense this sea- the season second on the team in
son. Other accolades being be- scoring (16.1 'ppg.) and rebounding
.
stowed on West include Dick Vitale (6.6rpg.).
naming West to· his five-member
"Rolls Royce Team,''.which includes
STELLAR GUARD
· the likes of Arizona's Jason Gardner
The third man in this quartet of
who many claim will be the best· starters returning from last year is
player this season.
senior guard Lionel Chalmers. Last
With so much pressure and so season, Chalmers was named to the
many expectations riding on West's Third Team All-Atlantic 10 while

being third on the team in scoring
(12.0 ppg.) and first in assists (4.2
apg.).
.
Much maligned for his sometimes selfish play and desire to do
everything himself, Chalmers will
have a variety of offensive weap~
ons to choose from when he:leads
the Muskies up the court. These
weapons are notjust reserved· to
West and Sato, but include the
depth on the bench both in talented returnees and promising
newcomers.

DEPTH ON THE BENCH
Matta will rely on his bench to
get him through this season,
which is a pleasant change from
last year when the cupboard was
pretty bare.
Senior Dave Young returns to
play in the wing position and will
most likely earn the starting spot.
Sophomore Keith Jackson will
return to his swingman role off the
bench. Jackson, who was used effectively in this role last season,
most notably in the Oklahoma
game where he helped to bring the
Musketeers back into striking dis- .
tance at.the half. will help tb.e terun ·
with his ability to come off .the
bench and play a variety of roles.
Sophomore.Anthony Coleman
also looks to help the team from
the bench. Coleman, who saw
more playing time towards the end
of last season and aided the valiant effort against Oklahoma, playing in the waning minutes of the
second half, is in some ways deceptive.
Originally recruited as a point
guard, Coleman sprouted to 6-10
before his arrival at Xavier. At that
height, he could no longer be·
looked upon to help the team in
the backcourt so the natural decision was to move him down low;
even though he is listed at 215
pounds.

XAVIE9
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Seriior David West and junior Romain Sato hope to lead the Musketeers to victory this season..

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOUA

Senior Lionel Chalmers will once again be leading the Muskies
from the point guard position.

However, in the NCAA Toumament, Coleman proved he could
hang with the bigger guys down
low. Against Oklahoma, Coleman
stood his ground and when
matched up with a much bigger
Oklahoma frontcourt. That performance makes his future off the
bench look very bright.
Another bench player who
·· looks to contribute ·off the bench·
and might even earn himself a
starting position is sophomore Will
Caudle. Caudle ~as deemed ineligible last s~ason, but worked
out with the team all year and in
the off season continued to work
out adding about 20-25 pounds of
muscle. One of the hardest workers on the team, Caudle will help
West in the paint this season.

Cintas team in Deveroes Summer
League. Finn looked impressive
last Sunday when he played during Muskie Madness, and will be
looked to contribute off the bench
this season.·
Another freshman, Angelo
·Smith, had an impressive performance during Muskie Madness. At
one point in the scrimmage, he
·went· up 'agaihst' both--West··and .
Coleman and slammed home a huge
dunk. This youngster shows promise and will be excHing to watch
develop this season.

TOUGH COMPETITION
The Musketeers have perhaps
one of their toughest schedules in
recent memory. The competition
starts early as they have been
awarded a birth in the Preseason
PROMISING
National Invitational Tournament.
NEWCOMERS
If they defeat their first round op..:
The newcomers also look to ponent St. Peter's, the Muskies will
make big contributions to theteam most likely face Pac-10 Conference
this season. Junior transfer An- powerhouse Stanford.
thony Myles will compete with
However, the tough opposition
Caudle for the fifth starting posi- does not stop with Stanford. The
tion.
schedule also includes the likes of
Freshman point guard Dedrick Alabama and Mississippi Staie.
Finn comes. to Xavier highly
Alabama looks good this year
.touted. The 6-1. AU-State' guard . ,and are being touted.to. make·~ run.
from Newburgh, Ind. inipressed the · at the Final Four and possibly the
basketball world this summer
when he played with Sato on the
see Men's ·Basketball, page 3
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Continued from page 2

recent memory. The competition
starts early as they have been
awarded a birth in the Preseason
National Invitational Tournament.' If they defeat their first
round opponent St. Peter's,· the
. Muskies will most likely face Pac] 0 Conference powerhouse
·Stanford.
However, the tough opposition ·
does not stop with Stanford. The
schedule also .includes the likes
. of Alabama and Mississippi State.
Alabama looks good this year ·
and are being touted to make a
run at the Final Fo_ur and possibly
the national title. Mississippi St.
is also fielding a solid team.
Furthermore, the conference
schedule is never easy. With the
high expectations arid every journalist practically handing the A10 to the Muskies, the 11 other
teams in the conference will be
gunning for' them.
This year is setting up to be an
exciting one for Xavier basketball. The talent and the proven
success by all the returners leads
one to believe good things will
happeri in and away from the
Cintas Center this season.

WOMEN'S AND .MINORITIES"'STUDI~S
invites
STUDENT~

FACULTY, AND STAFF to:

BROWN-BAG DISCUSSION

of
"The Issue of Woman-Man Equality, in the Islamic
Tradition," by Riffat Hassan
ihurs., Nov. 7, H:30 a.m-1:00 p.m.
Gallagher Center 214- SGA Conference Room
Bring your lunch/Stay as long as your schedule allows
SOFT DRINKS AND DESSERT WILL BE PROVIDE.D

For Reservations: Call Dr. Anderson (x 4246)
or e-mail •AndersoC@xavier.edu"
BY MONDAY, NOV. 4
·Readings will be available on E:.Reserve· ,. ·" · · ·
Information on readings will be provided when you contact Dr. Anderson
Dr. Hassan will speak on "The Challenge of Global Terrorism: A Muslim
Woman's Perspective," Sunday, Nov.10, 7:30 p.m., Schiff Family Conference
. Center Part of E/RS series: BUILDING DIVERSE COMMUITIES

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLI

Junior Romain Sato hopes to continue the success he achieved
last season.
;

····i

PLEASE HELP US HAVE
·THE, tti:t'Lb,WE HAVE
'ALWAYS WANTED

We have tried for many years to have this special
child and have been unsucce8sful on our own. Due to
infertility, we cannot fulfill our dreams by ourselves. But you
can help by being an egg donor. We are a very warm and
loving couple wlio would desperately love to have the chance to
conceive our own little angel. Your commitment would be one
menstrual cycle. All of r.our expenses would be paid and for
this precious gift you will be compensated $2000 for your
efforts. If you are between the ages of 21 and 32 and feel you
can help fulfill our dream please contact the wonderful staff at:
The 'Institute for Reproductive Health
IVF Director, Dept DNS
3805 Edwards Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45209
(513) 924-5550
.
* All Information is strictly confidential
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Women hope to rebound from last
year's campaign
NEW COACH KEVIN MCGUFF TAKES THE REIGNS FOR 2002-03
BY CASEY WELDON
Sports Writer

It is that time of year that always
seems to create a buzz here in Cincinnati. If you have not guessed, it
is basketball season and the Lady
Musketeers are looking to improve
· upon a disappointing 2001-02 season.
However, this will not be an easy
proposition. The winning tradition
ofXavier's women's basketball program is entering the phase no sports
program likes to see or think about:
rebuilding. With many changes in
the program, an extremely chalienging schedule and the desire of
each player to 'improve, and show
their abilities, this upcoming 200203 season is one to keep an eye on.
Last year was undoubtedly a
tough year for the team, which had
been blessed with so much success
in recent seasons. Ffoishing 12-19
overall and 5-11 in the A-10 Conference, not winning theA-10 Tournament for the first time in the last
three years, and missing the NCAA
Tournament for the first time in four
years marked just a few of the snags
from which the team will attempt
to recover.

CHANGING OF THE
GUARD
Another thing hampering this
year's team will be the loss of one
of the top head coaches in the history of the program. After last season ended, the team lost head coach
Melanie Balcomb to Vanderbilt
University. Coach Balcomb won
more games than any other coach
in Xavier women's basketball history and leaves with the eighth most
wins in A-10 games. Balcomb also
led her teams to two A-10 Tournamel).t Titles, three NCAA Tournament appearances and a WNIT
Championship during her tenure.
Having such a successful predecessor is always. a difficult act to
follow. New head coach Kevin
McGuff will have to find this out
first hand, as he becomes the fifth
head coach of the women's basketball team.
However, he is most definitely
tip for the challenge. McGuff is
considered one of the major up-andcomers in .the world of women's
college basketball. Women's Basketball Journal rated McGuff as
one of the top five assistants in
America the past two years. This
comes after helpihg Notre Dame to
a .804 winning percentage and 106
wins over the past six years. That

. NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOLIA

Junior Aida Sarajlija will be asked to help the Muskies down low
this season.
·

Notre Dame team earned a trip to
the NCAA Tournament in each of
his six years. there, culminating in .
a National Championship in 2001.
McGuff had also spent time at Mi~
ami (Ohio) prior to finding his way
to Cincinnati.
In addition to a new head coach,
an entirely new coaching staff had
to be implemented. There are three
new assistant coaches in the program.
These include Mike
Bradbury, who was an assistant at
the University of Cincinnati for six
years, Kristin Cole, who had one
year at Ball State, and Amber
Stocks, who was the director of basketball operations at the University
. of Tennessee. Stocks also spent.
time as the strength and conditioning coach at Notre Dame. One holdover from last year's team will be
Christi Hester. Hester enters her
second season as the director of
basketball operations.
While at Notre Dame, McGuff
specialized in the area of recruiting and player development. According to the Blue Star Basketball
Index the Irish landed six top-20
recruiting classes in America during McGuff's time in South Bend.
He is familiar with working and de~ ., '
veloping young players. He has
helped to turn many young, talented players into contributors for
Senior Amy Waugh will be asked
their team right away. This skill is
team this season.
going to prove to be very important for the Lady Musketeers this
season, as a larg¥ portion of last
year's team is gone.
TALENTED RETURNERS
FOrtunately, Xavier will not have
PROMISING NEWCOMERS to rely on youth alone. The veterOnly six members of last year's ans of this team are proven winners
roster will be back. This means five and eager to go out and show they
contributors to last y()ar's team, in- are capable· of achiev_ing national
cluding two starters, will be sorely prominence again.
One veteran is senior point
missed. Only two seniors, one junior and three sophomores will ·re- guard
Amy
Waugh.
main from last year's squad. The Womenscollegehoops.com went as
rest of th¥ team will be made up of far as calling her, ."maybe the best
freshmen: Tara Boothe, Many pure point guard west of Storrs,
Geryak, Melissa King, Karolina Conn."
This high praise is well dePiotrkiewicz, Kristy Wallner and
Britteny Thomas. Their youth will served. Last year,.Waugh led the
undoubtedly necessitate some sort team in scoring (16.5 ppg.) and asof learning curve for these young sists (6.3 apg.). She also led theAwomen, potentially slowing this 10 in assist/turnover ratio (2.09)
. and threes per game (3.07) and finyear's progression as a team.
Luckily for this young team and ished as a Second Team All-Atlan. coaching staff, this year;s freshmen tic 10 member.
Like Boothe, Waugh is also reare extremely talented. Most have
even received a great deal of rec- ceiving some national press.
. 0gnition while in high school.. Waugh was named. as a preseason
Boothe, a 6-1 forward, was named All-American honorable mention
an honorable mention All-Ameri- and was also a member of the Allcan and an All-State First Team American Underrated First Team.
Teaming with Waugh will be folmember by the Louisville Courier
Journal while attending Highlands .low senior Reetta Piipari. This tanHigh School in northern Kentucky. · dein is being called one of the top
She also received some national backcourts in America, and deservrecognition for this upcoming sea- edly so. Piipari has had her share
son. Boothe was named an honor- of individual success here at Xavier.
able mention "Freshman oflmpact" During the 2000-01 season, she tied
by womenscollegehoops.com for for the national lead in assists per
the 2002-03 season.
game at 8.3 as a sophomore. She
has also received many conference
honors during her career. These
include being named to the A-10

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANG OLIA

to lead a very young Xavier
·

All-Conference Second Team as a
sophomore and ·earning A-10 AllTournament honors for her outstanding play in the 2001 A-10
Tournament.
. Much more of that past success
will be expected and needed for this
season by these two women. However, they will not have to do it all
on their own.
Helping out the tandem will be
sophomore forward Alexis
Henderson, junior forward Aida
Sarajlija, sophomore guard
Danielle Statuto and sophomore
guard Nikki Wells. All played quality minutes during the 2001 ~02 season and expect to improve on their
performance. Each looks to· be a
key contributor this year and with
their schedule, they will need it.

DIFFICULT SCHEDULE
This year'steamwill have its fair
share of difficult games. On the
schedule are eight teams that made
it to the post season last year:
Pepperdine, Colorado State, UC,
Mississippi State and Temple all
made it to the NCAA Tournament.
Michigan, George Washington and
St. Joseph's participated in the

WNIT.
In addition, the Lady Musketeers will play in a few tournaments
during the season. The first will be
in Fort Collins, Colo. over Thanks-

see Women, page 5
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giving weekend at the Coors Rocky
Mountain Invitational.
They will play a scrappy Louisiana-Monroe team and then play
the winner of the Davidson/C~lo
rado State game.
The next tournament will be a
little closer t.o home, but .the competition will not let up. Over Dec.
· 7 and 8, the second Provident Bank
Xavier Invitational will take place
at the Cintas Centei:. Xavier will
play Central Connecticut State and
the winner· of the St. Louis/Michigan game, both formidable foes.
Another tough game for any
Xavier team is the one against crosstown rival UC. This game on Dec.
28 promises to be' as exciting and
intense as the men's game.

On Jan. 17, the team will open'
conference play against Richmond.
This will be the fir.st in a long line
of difficult A-IO.games. Temple,
George WashingtOn and St.
Joseph's all played in the post season last year.
. Conference play will consist of
many other tough opponents and
games, and by no means will this
be a free pass for the Lady Musketeers. Hopefully, however, the team
will play well enough throughout
the regular season to allow themselves to go far into theA~lO Tourname~t. Xavier has performed extremely well at this tournament in
the past, especially over the last
few years, and much will be expected of them this year after last

year's struggling last.
Although this year will have its
fafr share of ups and downs due to
stiff competition and a young team,
there is no doubt this team has the
talent to make some noise in the A- ·
10 and nationaily if things fall into
, place.
This young team is hungry to
succeed and prove last year's record
was an anomoly. Although, the
national championship. is a long
way off, this team looks to have a
solid foundation for years to come,
and could really open some eyes
this season.

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN ANGOUA

Sophomore Alexis Henderson played well last season· and hopes
to bring that success to this season.
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desire more than a job.

Sometimes our hearts desire companions on the spiritual
journey. At~ you tl1inking about becOming a priest brother?
Ifso; The Jesuit~ offer many joyful opportuniLies for service.
We would be honored fu hear what you feel in your heart.

or

.·

· 'Tpr~e writers...The Wa~r Wft:ches... and Loch Ness.
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Fr. Dave Godleski. SJ - Jesuil Vocalion Dlreclor • (773) 975-6882 • email; godlcskl@Jesuils-chl.org • websile: www.Jesults-chl.org
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XMEN'S STARTING FIVE

O UONEL CHALMERS
6-0 SR. GUA~D .
-Third Team All-Atlantic 10
Conference selection
-Started at point guard in
all 32 games last season
-Third on the team in
scoring with 1i.o ppg, led
the team with 134 assists.

10 ROMAIN SATO
· 6-5 JR. GUARD
-Named to list of 50
Wooden preseason AllAmericans for 2002-03
-Second team All-A-1 o last
year
-Ranked third-be!!!t
sho.oting guard in the
nation by Th.e Sporting
News

13 DAVID YOUNG
6"'-5 SR. FORWARD
-Scored in double figures
nine times last season,
including six of the last 1O
regular season games
· -Started in 28 of X's first 30
games, the first starts of his
college career
-Fifth on the team in
scoring with 8.0 ppg

30 DAVID WEST
6-9 SR. FORWARD
-Named A-1 O Player of the
Year for second
consecutive season
-Sporting News preseason
First Team All-American
-Led the team in scoring
{18.3 ·ppg), rebounds {9.8
ppg), and blocked shots
{2.5 bpg)

52 WILL CAUDLE
6-9 FR. CENTER
-Redshirted last season
but practiced with team
-Slated to contribute
immediately at forward/
center
-Reportedly added 20-25 .
pounds of muscle in· the
off-season

WOMEN'S KEY RETURNERS

10 DANIELLE STATUTO
'5-6 SO. GUARD
-Appeared in 22 games
last season, including 15 of
the 16 regular season ·
conference games
-Will provide depth at the
guard positions

3 AMY WAUGH
5-6 SR. GUARD

4 REETTA PllPARI
5-7 SR. GUARD

42 ALEXIS HENDERSON
6-0 SO. FORWARD

-Member of the A-1 O
Second Team
-Five short of the single
season record for most
three-point field goals by a
Musketeer last season
-Eighth in the nation for.
threes per game

.,-Member of the A-1 O Third
Team
-Sixth in assists per game
in the A-10
-Scored in double figures
in 21 games

-Named to the A-1 O AllRookie Team
-Only freshman last year to ·
appear in all 31 games
-Tied for second on the
team last year in rebounds
. per game with. 4.5

35 AIDA SARAJLIJA
6-1 JR. FORWARD
-In the final seven games,
averaged 8.1 points and
7.1 rebounds
-Started in the final 1o
games of last season
-Scored in double figures
in ~~ve1J . . g~mes

PLAYERS TO WATCH

~""\.
25 KEITH JACKSON
6-5 SO. FORWARD

21 ANTHONY COLEMAN
6- ~ 0 SO •. FORWARD

· -Led all reserves in minutes
played {16.S per game)
and scoring {3.7 ppg)
-Possesses great
athleticism, can play both
the forward and guard
positions
-One of the more
impressive clunkers on the
team

-Averaged 4.7 minutes per
game ~ver his first 17
games, but earned 10.7
~inutes per game over his
last six
-Should be more of a
contributer off the bench
at the low-post position
this season

12 DEDRICK FINN .
6- l FR. GUARD··
-Led Castle High School to
a 22-4 record
-2001-02 All-Metro Playerof-the-Year {Evansville,
Ind.)
-Named First Team Allstate by the Indiana
Basketball Coaches
·Association

33 TARA BOOTHE
24 ANTHONY MYLES
6-1 . '··FR.····:·
FORWARD.
6-9 JR. FO~WARD.
...... .
-Named to both the All-Street & Smith Honorable
Region and All-Conference 'Mention All-American
teams as a. ~ophomore at . -A three time All-State
Olney Central College
. Honorable Mention by the .
·-Shot 52.7 percent from
Associated Press
the field last season 1
•Was Coaches' Association
-Helped Olney Central to a Division II Player-of-the20-1 O record last season
Year
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Atlantic 10 Conference.
prepares for 2002-2003
season
BY DAVE GILMORE
Asst. Sports Editor

The Atlantic 10 Conference is
in that odd conference.classified as
a "mid-major." Regularly sending
at least one squad to the big dance,
theA-10 has produced some formidable contenders out of St. Joe's,
Temple, UMass, and Xavier.
However, the A-IO also gets
weaker than the major conferences
down the line, with struggling programs such as Duquesne.
Last season, Xavier was the only
school represented in the NCAA
Tournament, making its solo trip
the first one for any A-10 team in
several years.
,
While it is all but certain Xavier
will be in the tournament in March,
the question is whether a team other
than the Xmen can win the conference championship and gain an
automatic bid to the big dance.

EAST

ST. BONAVENTURE
BONNI ES
After an impressive season led
by senior guard J.R. Bremer, the
Bonnies hope to contend with division rivals St. Joe's and Temple:
Returning three starters this year,
the Bonnies are primed to compete
for another NIT berth.
Junior guard Marques Green
looks to pick up where Bremer left
off as the leading scorer. Green, an
undersized but hard-nosed player,
averaged 15.4 points per game last
year.
The Reilly Center is as tough a
place to play as any in the conference, so look for the Bonnies to improve .on an already impressive
home record (9-3). , ,

RHODE ISLAND RAMS
. The Rams are a very young team
looking to rebuild after a dismal 8- · ·
20 season last year. With only three
seniors on the roster, coach Jim
Baron hopes his younger players -'
will begin to mature and develop
some chemistry.
The Rams need to tighten up on
defense (71.1 points per game allowed last year) and find a few reliable sources for scoring if they hope
to compete in theA-10 this year.
Junior guard Troy Wiley was the
lone source of offense last year, averaging 14.l point_s per game, and
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY BRIAN AN GOLIA
is a solid player to build a young David West is looking for his third consecutive A-1 O Player of the
team around.
Year award.

-~;~!,:i::···'

. '.xAv1·ER'.:NioskEil:l:~s

ST. JOSEPH'S HAWKS
Graduation was extremely rough
on the Hawks, as they lost four key
players in Marvin O'Connor, Na'im
Crenshaw, Bill Phillips and
Damien Reid. The team now looks
to star junior point guard Jameer
Nelson, considered by many to be
the best at hi~ position in the conference.
Defending the A-10 East title
will be quite a task for two-time A10 Coach of the Year Phil Martelli.
The young team will look to veteran guard Tyrone Barley and forwardAlexandre Sazonov to support
Nelson this season.

•

UMass has fallen from a naThe Musketeers are embarking
tional power in the early-mid '90s
on their most promising season in
to a mediocreA-10 team today. The
the school's history. All-Americans
Minutemen hope to improve on
David West and Romain Sato are
their 13-16 record last year and sotruly one of the best inside-out
lidify themselves as an imporant
combinations in college basketgame on other team's schedules.
ball.
Losing leading scorer Shannon
-Building upon last season
Crooks creates a large void in the
should not be difficult, even though
Minutemen offense. UMass will be
it was the most successful one in
looking toward junior guard Anrecent history. This year coach
thony Anderson to do most of the
Thad Matta, who recently signed a
scoring.
contract extension through- the
Within the conference, the Min2010 season, hopes to lead his team
utemen will likely find themselves
into the Sweet 16oftheNCAA Touragain; somewhere in the ~iddle.
nament.
UMass will attempt to hold off upWith the star power, depth, and
and-comers like Fordham, and perdedication of this squad, that goal
haps play spo.iler to Xavier or
· is very much within reach .
Temple.

RICHMOND SPIDERS

TEMPLE OWLS
After a rare NCAA Tournament
denial, last season's Owls made it
to the final four of the NIT Tournament. This year's team is hoping
they don't have to worry about the
NIT.
The sixth winningest program
in NCAA history is looking to
build on last year's first-place finish in the A-10 East. Under legendary coach John Chaney, the Owls
return two starters despite losing
premier players Lynn Greer and
Kevin Lyde.
Often a staple in the NCAA Tour- .
nament, the Owls are the favorite
to be awarded a bid should mu!-·
tip le teams come out of the conference. Temple could very well cause
Xavier some problems in the regular season and in the A-10 Tourney.

FORDHAM RAMS
Last year, Fordham was expected
to compete much better than it did,
despite the play of guard Smush
Parker who averaged 16;5 points
per game and has now signed with
the NBA's Cleveland Cavaliers.
Parker was considered one of the
best guards in the country, and it
will be quite the task to replace him.
Losing two other starters, the Rams
must rely on the leadership of junior guard Mark Jarell-Wright and
junior swingman Michael Haynes.
Fordham is capable of playing
tough d.efense, ·which could heip
them along their schedule. 6' 11 ",
350-pound center Glenn Bateman
is a sophomore who could be a force
underneath in the upcqming season.

DAYTON FLYERS
Dayton surprised a few teams
last season and finished with a 2211 record. This season, the Flyers
hope to improve on their record and
perform better within the conference, giving them a better shot at
the A-10 Tournament win ·they·
would need to make the NCAAs.
. Led by senior Brooks Hall and
junior Ramod Marshall, the Flyers
could turn some heads and finish
near the top of the Atlantic 10.

GEORGE WASHINGTON
COLONIALS
George Washington's 12-win
season last year was less than they
would have hoped for.
Junior Chris Monroe played extremely well last season, averaging
.21. l .poip.ts. per .game•.e!II!ling him
Second Team All-Conference honors. Monroe returns as a senior this
year, hoping to lead the Colonials
to a better finish both overall and
within the conference. GW has
proven in the past they can compete in March.

After a successful tournament
run with UNC-Wilmington, head
coach Jerry Wainwright finds himself at the head of one of the most
promising programs in the Atlantic
LA SALLE EXPLORERS
10.
Led by senior guard Reggie
Under new head coach Billy
DUQUESNE DUKES
Brown, who averaged 14.4 points Hahn, last season'.s Explorer squad
The Dukes are a faltering proper game last year, the Spiders fin- had its ·ups and downs, finishing
ished with a stro~g 22-7 regular 15-17 overall, and fourth out of six gram that needs to rebuild, starting
with size at the forward position.
season record ( 12-4 A- I 0). Brown teams in the Atlantic l 0 West.
Head coach Danny Nee, one of
is joined by returning junior forHahn, who recently signed
ward Mike Skrocki, who average through 2007, brings to the La Salle many new A-10 coaches last year,
12.9 points per game and was the a tremendous amount of experi- . addressed'the problem by recruitonly player to start all 36 contests ence, which he gained as Gary Wil- ing 6-9 junior Rori Dokes. Also
'helping out the 'i:fokes will be 6-ff
. for the Spiders.
. . Hains' assistant at Marylancl.
Unfortunately for. Richmond,
The Explorers return three start- junior DerekAhem~ who sat out all
they will mo&t likely be playing ers from last year, and hope to rely of last year with an injury.
The two returning starters Kevin
second fiddle to Xavier in the West, on consistent scoring from sophobut look .for a strong showing in more guard Mike Cleaves and se~ Forney and Brad Midgely should
provide the scoring for the Dukes.
the A-10 Tournament.
nior forward Chukwunike Okosa.
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Musketeers gear up for tough non-conference schedule
BY DAVE GILMORE
Asst. Sports Editor
It is no secret the men's basketball team has had considerable success in the Atlantic 10 over the past
decade. However, what often deter. mines the respect a mid-major conference team like Xavier' gets is its
performance out of conference.
This season, Xavier has scheduled what could be its toughest nonconference platter to date. Xavier

fans are quite familiar with the At- teams appear in at least one of the
lantic 10 schools we .see at least media's preseason Top 25 polls.
once on a yearly basis, but many
While the Musketeers will face
of the teams Xavier is playing this many high-profile teams out of conseason are foreign to the Muske- ference, there is always the possiteers' schedule.
.bilify of an upset by a smaller proHere at the Newswire we've . gram iooking to win their conferbroken down the preseason NIT ence and gain an NCAA Tournaand the five most important non- ment bid. Possible spoilers on the
conferenc.e games Xavier will . Xavier schedule include Florida
play this season. Four of these five A&M, Ball State, Miami (OH),

Siena, and Eastern Kentucky.
Traditionally, Xavier's toughest
non-conference opponent has been
crosstown rival Cincinnati, which
proved to be true last year as the
Bearcats garnered a number 2 seed
in the NCAA Tournament. This ·
year, the Muskies could get an early
look at several potential top-seeds
in Alabama, Mississippi State, and
Kansas, who could face Xavier in

the finals of the preseason NIT.
The games against Alabama and
Mississipi State mark a rare venture into the dominant SEC conference.
Should the Musketeers topple
their tough non-conference opponents, they just might find theinsel ves a little bit higher on the
dance card come March.

12/3Purdue
The scoop: The Boilermakers are in a rebuilding year after losing several key players to graduation. Their main force offensively is senior guard
Willie Deane, who averaged 17.3 ppg last season. Deane was named to the All-Big Ten Team last year and should provide consistent scoring for a
team that has defensive issues.
Key matchup: With no starting experience in the frontcourt, Purdue will rely heavily on Deane's scoring abilities. This puts pressure on junior
Romain Sato, who has the athleticism to stifle a scorer like Deane: The key to a Xavier win will be forcing ritrrtovets and·makihg the'B<>ileriilakers'·
work for their points.
Prognosis: Last year, Purdue pulled out a 70-66 win on their home court. The Musketeers will be looking to take advantage of having a home
crowd in front of them and avenge last year's loss. Expect a good win heading into s<:>me tougher games.

12/14 vs. Mississippi State (Madison Square Garden)
The scoop: Many Will tell you Alabama is the best te~ inthe SEC right riow, but Mississippi State could make a solid case as well. Stacked with
talent and depth, this team dismantled Florida, LSU, andAlabama in the SEC Tournament last season. Ranked number 14 in the FOXSports.com
power poll, the Bulldogs hope to see themselves at the top of the SEC this year. Much like Alabama, they possess a top-notch post player/point
guard combo in junior Mario Austin and senior Derrick Zimmerman. Austin almost made the jump for theNBA last year as a sophomore, and it is
unlikely he'll stay for his final year.
Key match-up: Mario Austin and David West are similar players. Both have the size and strength to bang underneath the boards, along with the
ability to face the basket and create a shot. This matchup will be crucial to both teams and will be studied immensely by NBA scouts.
Prognosis: This game is as big, if not bigger, than the Alabama game in January. Because this game is beirig heid at neutral Madison Square·
Garden, it will be interesting to see who the crowd gets behind. How the Musketeers handle the Bulldogs will be a good indic!;ltor as to what can
be expected against Alabama.
·

The scoop: A first-tier program in the SEC, the Crimson Tide were upset by Kent State in the second roi:tnd of the NCAA Tournament last season
The Tide were SEC regular season champions and bring to the table a balanced attack with a big star at the forward position in senior Erwin
· Dudley. Many experts figure the Crimson Tide to be included in the top 25 polls throughout the season, as well as compete for the top spot in the
- - SEC;
.
. .
.
.
~··· ,w,·
Key matehup:. Players-~f-the-Year in their respective conferences, forwards West and Dudley will go at it for 40 minutes of hard basketball. The
Lionel Chalmers-Maurice Williains matchup at point guard will also be extr~mely decisive in who wins this game.
Prognosis: A team like Alabama can be very tough to play on the road out of conference. At this point in the season, a Xavier win would be
considered a·bi u set but it is certainl not out ofthe Muskies' hands to ullit off.
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NCAA squads begin road
to New Orleans

BY DAVE GILMORE .

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

Georgia and Mississippi State. leaders Troy Bell arid Ryan Sidney
ment. Expect big things from both .
Don't
be surprised if either of these for this year's campaign.
PAC-10
these squads, as well as continued
teams
win the conference tourna- · Georgetown, a powerhouse of
Ever since coach Gary Williams success from Virginia, Georgia Tech
ment
or
advance to the Elite Eight. the '80s and early '90s, has proNothing
says
"Wild,
Wild,
West"
and the Maryland Terrapins cut and Clemson. Senior Travis
LSU
could
make another run at the duced some great talent recently,
like
the
Pacific
10
conference.
Aridown the nets at the 2001-02 Watson, a 6-8 forward, is primed to
SEC
Title,
but don't expect too inc_luding power for'ward Mike
zona
has
arguabiy
the
nation's
best
NCAA Championships, the rest of become a top player in coilege basmuch
from
Auburn,
Arkansas, or Ole Sweetney, who has emerged as one
player
in
poirit
guard
Jason
Division I basketball has been on a ketball for the Virginia Cavaliers.
Miss.
Tennessee
Gardner,
and
returned
all
five
startis
a question mark of the best piayers in the conferquest to find their way into the field The conference is rounded out by a
teain,
who
looked
good
at times last ence and one of the best power forers
for
this
year.
The
stellar
personof 64 for the 2002-2003 tourna- rebuilding North Carolina team and
year
but
did
not
deliver
as many wards in the nation.
nel
and
the
guidance
of
legendary
ment. With many of the nation's perennial doormat Florida State.
expected.
Vanderbilt
and
South
coach
Lute
Olson
are
all
reasons
Villanova, St. John's and Seton
top players departing for the NBA
·
why
many
of
the·
experts
pick
the··
Hall'
will' also .field ·competitive
Carolina
will
most
likely
remain
·
Draft, this season looks to be one
BIG 12
the
perennial
losers
in
this
conferWildcats
to
'cui
down
the
nets
at
teams,
making the Big.East one of.
where both new programs and new
ence.
·
the
deepest
.conferences iri the na12
is
full
of
dominant
the
end
of
this
season.
The
Big
players will emerge as favorites to
tion
this
season.
teams
as
well
as
up-and-comers
who
Challenging
the
Wildcats
are
a
. be dancing ih Louisiana.
BIG EAST
The moment Duke's Jay Will- could make a run for the title. Kan- slew of teams .that could very well
sas
is
favored
by
many
to
reach
its
make
a
case
for
an
at-large
bid
to
iams missed the crucial free throw
The team that emerges at the top
that gave Indiana a Final Four berth, fourth Final Four under coach Roy the NCAA Tournament if they play
up
to
their
potential.
Henry
of
the Big East often varies from
Williams.
Led
by
the
senior
insidethe landscape of college basketball
out
combo
of
Nick
Collison
and
Bibby's
USC
team
could
surprise
year
to year. Syracuse,
was changed, at least temporarily.
fini~hne~r
th~
top
UConn_;
Pittsburgh and
Kurt
Hinrich,
the
Jay
hawks
could
·
some
peopleand
With NBA-bound Williams and his
very
well
be
the
team
to
beat
in
oflh~
dbnferenC:e/as
cc)UldQregon,
Notre
Dame
have all been
powerhouse Duke Blue Devils out
2003.
ied
by_hard-working-guard:Luke
conference
title
contendof the picture, the door was left open ·
Oklahoma,
who
defeated
Xavier
Ridnour.arid
sc()ring-fciiwardLuke
ersjri_recent
years.
· for up-and-coming programs to
make a run at becoming' the latest · last year in the se'conc:l:rriuhd of the . Jadcs~n. Ttie UCLA Bruins'wilL £ This season Pitts-·
NCAA T6urna:mente~ route to the try and make the;) most of seniotJa~'· burgh,':led by star guard
national power. ·
Final Four, may hav~ ti1e rli,ost u~- son Kapono;s fast year on the team Br~ri~~n'q<:night, figures
derrated player in college bas~ :beforehisNBAcareer... ~,_
.:
to be'thefavodte. to take
ACC
ketball in point guard H91lis Pric:e~ ' ·.· •• sfanford, Caiifoniia, •and •Ari-; the c6hrei6n~€:: ·':}~riior
The Atlantic Coast Conference Because Oklahoma is not'.tradition- zona; Stat~· soulcf'~~9.be., thete in:·, guard tJii~~'ll?~]~;;(:p-rii
is one of the most competitive and ally a basketball powerhd~se, the Marcj~i';;_as'..tii~:t2.µrnameri't:.con{mit- .· pletes th~i~~~.ond ~~1fj9f
maybe the most balanced confer- Sooners' junior is often ove~lookciJ, 'tee:~a,s a history sen~ing foilr:'or' 1.·::'wlia:t cmiio·6,~1!he na~o~Js
ence in college basketball. Last but is absolutely one 9f th~· best_.~t · five r:AC-;1,.?,t~.~.w,~:totfle:bi~:.pan1~ . w~~twBac~9tj·~:,
';~. ~Q
,,.,.,
'
'\;.,
'every
..
year~···"--•"··'
'
)'
;
!'L: ;-:; Despite ' '·' epait\ire
. pos1"t'ion.
year's champion Maryland is de- h1s
/?'
·;~
,i
..
ff··
·?
!'.'; .... :'~ · ti
.
..•••. '"''
1
pleted, but will still field a contendSpeaking of}the top point °'" :)l
:.;::·c~}:J~
}\ •:< ,,}of guard/ff
Gaij:bn
ing squad, Jed by senior point guard
111
Steve Blake.
Meanwhile, the Terps' arch-rival well lead the L~righ?r~s into ~rw
A~8!Mr extrefriely~'O~~P,;~g~~f,~;: :~·)!1t'.},?~.,~~9;1a~ /.,~~~igh .
Duke lost a triumvirate of talented Orleans. Despite lo~Jng leading:· ence is the SEC, boastmg preseason . NCAA s~~9,,1·led by th_e
underclassmen to the NBA Draft in scorer Kareem Rush ifrb"MissO'uri y.t9p 2-?e!:~..sll.C:h. as Florida, Georgi_i,i.. .. ste,llarrde'fensive play of
Jay Williams; Mike Dunleayy and Tigers will still be a ~ery competi~· 'Alabama·/ailcf:K~nilfoi(yf:Ti::Biff:f' 's~phomore
Emeka
Carlos Boozer.'Howev~r, expect the tive team and may wind up in t_he Dono_van 's Gator~ an~ )he Ken- Okafor and the offensive
Blue Devils to compete ori the same top 25.
·
tucky Wildcats ~re perennia!con- · productfon of junior
level as always with one of the deepBobby Knight's Texas Tech tenders for the national champion- Taliek Brown .
est rosters in college baskt'.tball. . Raiders finished third. in the Big ship, and should figure to earn a
Meanwhile the SyraSenior forward Dahntay Jones and 12 last year, but the General hopes high seed in the tournament. cuse Orangemen have rejunior guard Chris Duhon will step to improve.on that finish and start Florida center Matt Bonner has cruited the consensus
up as leaders for the Blue Devils. challenging some of the first-tier emerged as one of the nation's pre- high school Player-ofCoach K is seemingly incapable of teams in the conference. The Big mier big men, as well as Alabama's the-Year Carmelo Anfielding a non-contending team.
12 does have three legitimate na- Erwin Dudley and Mississippi thony.
NC State and Wake Forest. all tional title contenders, but is often State's Mario Austin.
Boston College, who Jason Gardner hopes to lead his
made significant noise in the ACC lopsided with teams such as Baylor
Teams to watch out for in the just barely earned an . Arizona Wildcats to the National
last year and got themselves at-large and Kansas State finding them- SEC that won't necessarily get the NCAA Tournament bid Championship Game.
bids to the 2002 NCAA Touma- selves less than successful.
p~ess of a Florida or Kentucky are
last season, return team
As.rt. Sp,orts Editor
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NewsWire breaks down the road to the Final Four
The Sporting News
preason Top 25

FOXSports.com
preseason Top 25

1. Kansas
2. Arizona
3. Oklahoma
4. Alabama
5. Xavier
6. Texas ·
7. Pittsburgh
8.- Florida
9. Duke
10. Michigan St.
11. Mississippi St.
12. Oregon
13. Gonzaga ·
14. Maryland
15. Western Kentucky
16. UCLA
17. Marquette
18. Missouri
19. Georgia
20. Connecticut
21. Tulsa ·
22. Kentucky
23. Indiana
24. Creighton
25. Cincinnati

1. Arizona
2. Kansas
3. Pittsburgh
4. Alabama
5. Oklahoma
6. Texas
.7. Xavier
8. Western ~entucky
9. Duke
·10. Missouri
· 11. Georgia
12. Maryland
. 13. Ohio St.
14. Mississippi St.
15. Michigan St.
16. Kentucky
· 17. Marquette
18. Oregon : .

1. Arizona
2. Kansas
3. Duke
4.- Maryland
5. Texas
6. Alabama
7. Oklahoma
8. Xavier
9. Pittsbrgh
10. Connecticut
Final Four: Kansas,
Arizona, Texas,
Alabama
Finals: Arizona def.
Kansas
Nat'l Player of the
Ve'ar: Jason Gardner,

1. Arizona
2. Duke
3. Maryland
4. Alabama
5. UCLA
6. Kansas
7. Xavier
8. Connecticut
9. Gonzaga
10. Indiana
Final Four: Arizona,
Duke, Alabama, UC~A
Finals: Arizona def.
Duke
Nat'I Player of the
_.¥A,:.·'.er'.:f1;_.z,ro·.•=n.Ja
•· . -~.·son-.G~~~ei,)
·· : · c , .
1

:A..'io Pi~y~:~ ~f''th~

~: ci!~~:~:;,, > ' :?'.''~~;~r~~~~
21~ Syracuse

' ,fui~~ma

r t~i~;~:~;-~:: .

.\_._.,_i_/ :>'
·7XaVJ.er~s
Re;cora::~30~2
Xavi~~..'.zy.:_~.;.;_.,~1; ..;.·:l~:i;_':);
~'.!
·:~
!··
~~\.-":·
:·.~
22. Illinois
\. H . s:. ,.;:~:;,:::,:.,;:,?:, . l:, ·· ·.;:,_... fu '····*~viet',s';;Jlecgtg: 29-3
V
[;;\
··:::f•·;;;;:.k · 'ii;."'f"}i; '.
~ ·1fl
23. Pennsylvania ;~'.: . .'ci
:'>:;<

'' ,

i:: :~:!ngi~
fl
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Casey Weldon's ·.
. preseason Top 10

Dave Gilmore's
preseason Top 10

Steve Metzger's
preseason Top 10.

SS,,

·. . .

>

1. Arizona
2. Oklahoma
3. Texas·
4. Maryland
5. Xavier
6. Duke
7. Kansas
8. Kentucky
9. Michigan St.
10. NC State
Final Four: Arizona,
NC State, Maryland,
Kentucky
Finals: Arizona def.
Kentucky
Nat'l Player of the
Year: Jason Gardner,
Arizona
A-10 ~lay~r of the
Year: David West,
Xavier
Xavier's .Record: 30-2

~ V~~t'"' , ''f 'ID,, J''T"'d\
, ., ·<c:&;R\~i<>':'.<:;;~f':cf•t'.';; ~:0,,,\~(~:,;~:~iif"''.''it,:i1:&:~• '.:
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- .·-- ·."'.

:;:.: ....,.

·.~

Brian Ari~Q.ja's' · _,//if FOXSpbrts:Com op ,.;;0; :r·
.iporls.com Top
-~·\::,V;;{~·~~T ·-,"'j;,2J;~>-"
~"'.i'l:· ··"">lfPJTil" •
preseason Top 10 --·:,<:s'.t-l.:~;;1:Qg~~!a;~g~~~.J,\{f~:w1s:;;;;'.·:.·1~tc"1 '''SliootJng Guards

1. Arizona
1. Arizona
2. Kansas·
2. Kansas
3. Alabama
3. Alabama
4. Oklahoma
4. Oklahoma
· 5. Pittsburgh
5. Florida
6. Xavier·
6. Texas
7. Xavier
7. Texas
8. Connecticut
8. Pittsburgh
9. Florida
9. Michigan St.
10. Duke
10. Duke
Final Fou;r: Arizona,
Final Four: Arizona,
Alabama, ·Pittsburgh,
Kansas, Florida,
Louisville
Oklahoma
Finals: Alabama def.
Finals: Arizona def.
Kansas
Arizona
Nat'l Player of the
Nat'l Player of the
Year: Brandin Knight,·
Year: Dwayne Wade,
Pittsburgh
. Marquette
A-10 Player of the
A~lo Player of the
Year: David West,
Year: David West,
Xavier
Xavier
Xavier's Record: 27-5 Xavier's Record: 28-4

Jimmy Dillon's
preseason Top 10

1

.·/·>:·.1 ., ... ,...

.

..

,

· . . i~ 'Qwayncf Wade
. ·HJlavid West
2:>kiut.Hinrich
2. Erwin Dtldley
3. Hollis Price
3. Brian Cook
4. Mario Austin
4. Reece Gaines
5. Michael Sweetney
5. Romain Sato
· 6. ·Cory· Violette ·
6. Julius Hodge
7. Andre Brown
7. Salim Stoudamire
8. Daniel Ewing
8. Lawrence Roberts
9. Jason Maxiell
9. Ruben Douglas
10. Rick Rickert
10. Ben Gordon
11. Ugonna Onyekwe
11. Julius Page
12. Ron Slay
12. Keith Bogans
13. David Lee
13. Drew Nicholas
14. Brandon Hunter ·
14. Willie Deane
· 15. Kent Williams
15•. Wayne Simien
· 16. Dalron Johnson
16. Chris Hill
17. Marcus Hatten
17. Louis Truscott
18. Brett Blizzard
18. Justin Reed
19. Brett. Nelson
19. Rick Anderson
20. Jake Sullivan
20. Pape Sow
·21. Tommy. Smith
21. Blake Stepp
22. Adam .Ballinger ·
22. Leonard Stokes
23. Stephane Pelle
23. Terrance Johnson
24. Jeff Newton
24. Tony Bland
'25. Tahj Holden
25. Junior Blount

FOXSports.com Top
Point Guards

1. T.J. Ford
·2. Luke Ridnour ·
3. Jason Gardner
4. Brandin Knight
5. Chris Duhon
6. ·chris ·Thomas
7. Troy Bell
. 8. Maurice ·Williams
9. Steve Blake
10. Tom Coverdale
11~ Quannas White
12. Derrick Zimmerman
13. Andre Barrett
14. Justin Hamilton
15. Aaron Miles
16. Edward Scott
17. Marcus Banks
18. Jameer Nelson
19. Lionel Chalmers
20. Taliek Brown
21. John Lucas
22·. ·Marcus· Mbore
23 •. Marque Perry
24. Travis Diener
25. Brent Darbu

•
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2002-03 Men's Basketball Sch·edule
I

NOV.
5 EA SPO.RTS ALL-STARS*
12
-18
20
24
27
29

ONE·WORLD ALL-STARS*
ST. PETER'S ·
NITSECOND ROUND
FLORIDAA&M
NIT SEMIFINALS#
NIT FINALS/
CONSOLATION#

.

7:30

25

7:30
7:00 .
. 10:30
2:00
7/9:30
6:30/9

DEC.

3 PURDUE
7 Cl NCI N NATI.
9
14
20
23
28
31

MIAMI (OH)
MISSISSIPPI STATE#
BALL STATE
SIENA.
EASTERN KENTUCKY
CREIGEi'·· ,; .

7:30
4:00
7:00
. . 12:00
7:30
7:00
7:30

FORDHAM

FEB.
1
4
8
15
19
22
26
MAR.
1
5
8
10.

7:00

RICHMOND
· GEORGE WASH.
DAYTON-·
RHODE ISLAND
LASALLE·
DAYTON··
DUQUESNE

GEORGE WASH .
. ST. JOSEPH'S
TEMPLE_
A-10 FIRST ROUND

f:[~~·'.

,

12:00

. 7:30
2:00.
12:00
7:00
·2:00

9:00

2:00
8:00
12:00
TBA
TBA

.. ,,,

.., ......, _. ..

:· ,~- _·\_;', :·?/~~-. ~;'.~:!-li:l}

. ,;.·:.;• .·:·:y ;,, , . :.
.

../, \:.;.'),! ;:-;-::

,· ..

·'i''

...

NOV.

.

\;;:

... ,::

..

....

22 PEPPERDINE
29 LOUISIANA~MONROE
30 COLORADO ST./PAVlDSON
DEC.
·7 CENTRAL CONNECTICUT ST.*
8 MICHIGAN/ST.· LOUIS*
12 LIPSCOMB
14 IN DIANA ST.
21 PITISBURGH
28 Cl NCI N NATI
JAN.
2
5
.7
10
12
17
·19
24
...,.....(,"'26
31

10:00

7:00

2:00
7:00
2:00
7:00

.

7/9< '

1:00
1:00
. l/3
7:00
3:00
2:00
1:30

8:00

MISSISSIPPI STATE
COLUMBIA
DAYTON
DUQUESNE.
LA SALLE
RICHMOND
GEORGEWASH.
MASSACHUSElTS. ·
RHODE ISLAND

7:00
NOON
7:00 .
2:00·

ST. JOSEPH'S

7:00

2:00
7:00
7:00

7:00
2:00
MAR.
2
6
7
8
10

DAYTON
A-10 FIRST ROUND#
A-10 QUARTERS#
A-10 SEMI Fl NALS#
A-10CHAMPIONSHIP
(@HIGHEST
REMAINING SEED)

2:00
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

2:00
HOME GAMES ARE IN BOLD

. * PROVIDENT BANK XAVIER
INVITATIONAL
.
.
# PLAYED AT THE UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND

..

